
30 Years Ago in
the London Times
Thirty years ago, the attention
d the world focussed on great
mitain, where a handful of men
prepared to do battle against
overwhelming odds. They faced
a German war machine that had
been blooded in Spain, that had
overrun Poland, aad had over
whelmed France, Belgium and

l Netherlands. Now the
orable juggernaut paused
'glared balefully across the

any stretch of water that was the
English Channel. There lay
England, and easy conquest, if
only the Luftwaffe could gain air
superiority. Not much of a
challenge for an air force that
had laid waste to most of con
tinental Europe.
So the battle was joined.

Throughout August and on into
September the Luftwaffe
pounded at England. German
aircraft attacked radar sites,
airports, cities and other targets.
The fighter squadrons of the
RAF rose to meet them. Every
day, there were [ewer airplanes
and fewer pilots left in the
squadrons to meet the threat.
Fghter Command was in danger
cf bleeding to death.
But the gallant men in the

Spitfires, Hurricanes and
Defiants had taken their toll.
The Germans too were bleeding
to death. To protect them,
Goering ordered his fighters to
stay with the bombers, and

~

ented them from flying the4f peps that might have enabled
to destroy the RAF on the

' ound. The Luftwaffe was
compelled to meet the RAF in the
air, and it was in the air that the
RAF beat them. But it had been a
near thing. A handful of men had
thwarted the sinister plans of the
Nazi machine, and the world had
another chance to stem the Axis
tide.
Thirty years later, not that

many people care. What does it
mean now, when we are faced
with ecological problems? How,
given the apathy which now
exists about things military,
could such a thing ever happen
again anyway? So why bother?
But there is a lesson to be

learned from the Battle of
Britain. Prior to World War 2,
mast of the British people were
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anti-war. Some of them even went
on record as being unwilling to
fight for King and country, a not
unnatural consequence of having
once done so under such military
geniuses as General Haig.
Pacifism was popular, and
uniforms weren't.
Then tyranny threatened. The

genial disorder in which
democracy exists was imperilled
by an efficiently ruthless dic
tatorship.. Almost immediately,
the climate changed. Those who
abhored things military now
turned their efforts lo building an
armed force that would make the
world a safe place to live. And,
they succeeded.
This is a point that would-be

dictators never understand. Most
democracies present to the world
abickering, disunited front. They
seem, from the outside, so
divided that they can scarcely
stand. But it is their very
diversity, and their freedom to be
diverse that makes them strong;
that makes them unite lo repel
those who would destroy their
freedom lo bicker and be
disunited.
Those who deplore the

pacifism and rebellion of today's
youth would be well advised lo
turn their thoughts back thirty
years to a time when the Battle of
Britain depended upon some
people who had earlier resolved
not to fight for King and country.
Not only does the Battle of
Britain serve as a shining
example, it also serves as
reassurance that oppressors will
always be fought,
It is something to think about,

this Sunday at the Battle of
Britain service.
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Trackers Visit
West Coast
Six Tracker aircraft from

Canadian Forces Base Shear
water, Nova Scotia, arrived at
Patricia Bay airport on 31 August
for a two month stay on the west
coast. The aircraft and eighteen
crews will undergo crew training
and carry out anti-submarine
exercises and surveillance
flights.

Eagles Countdown

CFB Comox was host early this
week to forty parliamentarians
from 11 NATO countries. The
legislators were on an annual
North Atlantic Assembly tour,
which began with their arrival
here Sunday afternoon after a
nine-hour, non-stop flight from
Copenhagen, Denmark. En route
to Comox, the Armed Forces
Boeing 707 in which they were
riding circled the north pole a
couple of times, looking no doubt
for Santa Claus, and some
solution to Canada's. budgetary
deficits. The sovereignty part of
the flight completed, the 707
headed south and eventually
landed at Comox.
Upon their arrival at Comox,

the delegates were greeted by the
Base Commander, Col. G.H.
Nichols, and conducted to the
luxurious splendour of Chez
Coboc House, an elegant building
that is more commonly known as
Barrack Block 80.
That evening, the delegates

were entertained at an informal
dinner in the Officer's Mess,
which had dutifully slain
one fatted calf for the event.
They had also slain some fatted
potatoes, some fatted Yorkshire
pudding, and some fatted grapes,
which, amazingly, had somehow
fermented, a mishap which in
creasingly, no one seemed lo
mind.
Monday morning began with a

briefing by the base commander
who outlined for the delegates
some of the geography of
Canada, the climate of Van
couver Island, and the role
played by the base in the defence
cf Canada. During the briefing he
mentioned not only the ad
minstrative and logistic support
that the base provides for the
three squadrons which drone
around all night and keeo
everyone awake, but also the

WINNIPEG- Preparations for the Sept. 24-27 gathering of
,l'lflirne eagles here have reached the countdown stage, but a few
k sky clouds on the horizon have planners of the "giant nostalgic

appening" a little uptight.
They're beginning to worry about putting all the air warriors,

from near and far, under one roof for the festivities.
·It's not a problem of hotel accommodation," says reunion

chairman Jack Johnstone, "there's plenty of that in Winnipeg."
What's worrying him, what with last-minute registrations

pouring in, is seating them all at one of the planned events, a
mammoth banquet. "Other events on the program," he says such
as an outdoor, western-style breakfast, "are limited only by the
expanse of the Prairies."

The big bash is the brainchild of Winnipeg's Wartime Pilots
and Observers Association. Flyers of any rank or aircrew specialty
who served with British Commonwealth air forces, in any war, are
invited. . l din wl is .The registration figure, incluc g some ves, now creeping

t the 1,000 mark, representing about 250 wartime squadrons.K," from Bier, Fighter, coastal, Training and Ferry
y ;rtCommands of both the RAF and RCAF,";;"""!' aaaine ir receipt of re@isrations po». ssay reunion

fficials, is Sept. 18. Address for latecomers is Aircrew Reunion,
Po. B' 1702, Winnipeg.

" ous celebrities on hand for the occasion include
wor",{",'i Britain ace, Douglas Bader, along with the top

legless Ba',_ ,Both the German and Commonwealth sides.
fighter aces fro" ;rmany is retured LA.Gen. Adolf Galland, with

Flying in fro",, jis credit. He hosted Bader at dinner in his
1o aerial victor]" '{ie@less hero was shot down in 1on.
wartime mess whe' 44me ace is retired Air Vice-Marshal J. E.

Britain's top W"?'',, has 38 confirmed kills and numerous
Johnny) Johnson, "" ,q' scores to his credit.
"damaged' and 'poss/,,, veteran of the war attending is a

Foremost Canadian .""ye "man who saved the city of Lon
tomber leader credi"1]odore J. E. Fauquier of Toronto, a
don." He is retired AF_,, wished Service Order. Fauquier led
triple winner of the Dis""?",'' ack the German war effort for
10-plane bomber raid"f,}ans knocked out V-1 rocket sites at
about a year when his squ
Fennemunde., iaue among wartime gatherings
Te Winnipeg reunion»,"""lg iih ue Manitoba Centennial

because of its scope, also €OH, d to rate with the biggest ever
Air Show, Sept. 26-27. The show Is sa
1aged in Canada. fair includes a wreath-laying

Windup of the four-day, ',, gunday, Sept. 27, while a gaint
ceremony at Winnipeg's cenotaph
fly past takes place overhead. ,, {ne Armed Forces' inventory,

Aircraft will include the lates!"" ,Aries to the air vets below.
us something to bring back a few"; , wartime air forces and
I workhorsehey are nine old Dakotas,
ill going strong today.

T k els a CF-101 checkout from 409 Sqn.
SENATOR KASIM GU LEK, from Ankara, ur ey, g t S t G I k bl I ed 92ft l+tin his checkout, enator ulel ol taino roy srer,gpo",2,"%,,7.l%ii«o+ coo«iso r6res »ooper cent In a re oo exam an

Comox Hosts NATO

WHALE TROUBLE
AT SUMMERSIDE

logistic support that the base participated in, inscrutably
provides for military cadets, a enough, a great deal of informal
radar squadron, HMCS Quadra, discussion.
and a weather ship. Following the luncheon, the
Then he told the delegates of th uests were treated to a

station strength and remarked entation by two officials
briefly on the operation of base from the Department of Indian
fund, and what it hoped to a and Northern Affairs, who were
complish, apart from the able to answer many of the
separation of the serviceman delegates' questions. One might
from his money. wonder just what the Depart-
After the base commander's ment of Indian and Northern

briefing, the delegates were Affairs has to do with national
taken to 407 and 442 Squadrons, defence, a point that never was
where they were shown the made quite clear. However, the
Argus, from which all the box parliamentarians were leaving
lunches had been removed, Comox for Yellowknife via
leaving only a Tracker; and a amao, and thence onward to
Labrador and a Buffalo, from Cambridge Bay, Hall Beach and
which all the searchers had been Churchill, so perhaps a little
removed and taken to Cran- warning was only fair. Despite
brook. Then the delegates came the little warning, there was no
lo the home of· the - to steal a concerted rush lo the BX for long
phrase from Milt Agate - needle- winter woollies, which perhaps
nosed Night-Gnats, where they proves that the interpreters were
learned about scrambles, af- having trouble keeping up.
terburners - which are what you Eventually, the flood of official
cook the scrambles on - and all oratory died to a trickle, and the
that razzle-dazzle air defence crew of the waiting Boeing 707
talk which gives the impression prepared for action. The
of great activity, and gives ROs delegates filed aboard, the pilots
heartburn. They also got to see a fled a flight plan, and the whole
Voodoo, flown by the in- assemblage took off for Ed
comparable Blue Max, who was monton. Before setting course,
celebrating his part of Battle f the crew manouevred the giant
Britain day, take off and transport for a short tour of the
disappear into space, or into the Comox Valley, letting the
smoke from about a million slash delegates see for themselves the
fires, whichever he got to first. exotic beauty of the valley, and
When the noise from the how the pulp mills and slash

Voodoo had receded so that the burners combined to hide it from
tour guide could be heard. the prying eyes.
party moved out for a tour f the For the guests, it had been a
beach, where they oohed ad tiring day, but one in which they
aahed about the amount of gained some information about
firewood so generously donated Canada's defence problems. For
by B.C. Logging companies. the hosts it was an incomparable
The tantalizing smell of a po! opportunity to learn something of

full of crab Louis grasped e conditions in ten European
delegates firmly by the nose ad countries without squandering
steered them directly to pe the money on the air fare to get
Oficers' Mess for a formal there. It was, in all respects, a
luncheon, during which they memorable occasion.

SUMMERSIDE CFB
Summerside has a whale of a
problem at hand.
In fact, it's the problem of the

Irving Whale, a 2,300-ton un
manned barge carrying 875,000
gallons of Bunker C fuel which
sank 250 feet into the Gulf of the
St. Lawrence while being towed
about 60 miles north of here
Labor Day morning.
And, for the second time within

a year, Canadian Forces per
sonnel equipment and supplies
are on the alert to help in an oil
spill cleanup. Many of those
involved will be veterans of the
cleanup following the Arrow
sinking in Chedabucto Bay, N.S.
earlier this year.
CFB Summerside immediately

became the centre of current
preparations as federal,
provincial and local officials
quickly responded to the
potential oil pollution
emergency. With them came
scores of press, radio and TV
representatives and Colonel Roy
Sturgess, the base commander,
prepared to meet requests from
all sources.
An area has been provided lo

serve as the ops room for
department of transport officials
who included Captain Bill Stuart,
former commanding officer of
the operational support ship
Provider. Another area was
provided as a press centre.
Meanwhile, Maritime Com-

Famous Canadian Airmen
Airmen across Canada serving

in the Canadian Armed Forces,
and those who have retired from
the Commonwealth Air Forces,
are meeting to commemorate the
thirtieth anniversary of the
Battle of Britian. The famous,
and those who kept them famous
- the engineers and technicians -
the men and women who served
in the RFC, RAF, RNAS, the
CAF and the RCAF will attend
commemorative services on the
20th of September this year,
Battle of Britain Sunday.
In Victoria on the 12th of

September, 800 Pacific Wing of
the RCAF Association, held its
annual Batlle of Britain dinner.
Judge Graham Darling, who
served in the Fleet Air Arm, was
the guest speaker. Among the
distinguished guests was Major
General G.R. Pearkes. During
the week following the City of

Victoria nas approvea t
recognition of Battle of Brita
Week, from the 14th to the 2gh
inelusive. On the 19th of Se
tember, the Vancouver Isla
Air Force Officers Association
Annual Dinner will be held at b
Oak Bay Golt Club. Maj'
General W. Carr, DFC, Cot
mander of the Canadian Arne'
Forces Training Commad
Winnipeg, will be guest speak?f'
On the 18th and 19h. he
Association is conducting B
Duy as one of their projects "
raise funds for the fan
Canadian Aviation History w"
he RCAF Memorial - his gr
and imaginative project -a jj!
memorial to all Canad%"
aviators who have made th
supreme sa@iifice in war
peace.
During the days preceding "!

Battle of Britain service ta D

held on September 20th this year,
members of committees and
organizations working to raise
funds are encouraging support of
the Hall to be built in Trenton,
Ontario. Mr. H. A. Wallace is
Chairman for the Civilian
Committee on Vancouver Island;
Mr. F.S. Porter is Chairman, 800
Wing Committee; in Vancouver,
Air Vice-Marshal K.G. Nairn
heads the committee on the
mainland.
All donations to the Fund are

tax exempt and contributions of
$5or more will be recorded, with
no amount shown. The donations
may be sent to: P.O. Box 310,
Astra, Trenton, Ontario; P.O.
Box 1030, Victoria, B.C.,; or 800
Wing, P.O. Box 64, Victoria, B.C.
Official receipts will be for
warded from the national
campaign office.

mand headquarters ordered 100
men from Summerside to be
placed on alert lo respond lo
requests from DOT for help.
Recce flights are being carried
out by Argus and Tracker air
craft to keep track of the oil slick
which in the first five days
spread over an area more than
five miles by ten miles.
413 Search and Rescue

squadron personnel at Sum
merside are using the Labrador
helicopter to take officials for a
close inspection of the spill area.
From CFB Gagetown, WO

Duke Cruikshank, 2 Field
Squadron, who gained first-hand
experience in the oil pollution
business during the Arrow In
cident, arrived to assist in
booming operations.
WO Cruikshank is being

assisted by M'Cpl David Coll,
also from 2 Field Squadron. Both
men are now taking charge of
stockpiles of malerials being
flown to Summerside.

By coincidence, the Irving
Whale itself is a veteran of the
Arrow incident. After the ArrOW
went down, the Irving Whale was
brought to the scene to receIve
the Bunker C fuel recovered from
the sunken wreck. Also, by
coincidence, the Irving Whale
arrived at Chedabucto Bay after
being accused of being respon
sible last February for an oil
slick off Newfoundland's Burin
Peninsula after a six-inch cap

..
HUGH WHITTINGTON, the editor of Canadian Aviation, incredulously watches the
airspeed indicator as the aircraft goes supersonic at 35,000 feet during a high-speed run
over northern British Columbia earlier this week. To those who will write in to expose
technical inaccuracies in our picture, we say, "Wall." The reason Mr. Whittington is not
wearing a mask is that the ram air, coming through the open canopy is at high-enough
pressure to give him enough oxygen to sustain life, yet not sufficiently high to muss his
hair. The reason the canopy Is open is that the pilot, Captain Tony Brett, overdid it on a
burner climb, and is trying to hold the aircraft below escape velocity. The photo was taken
by Cpl. Ed Mullen, who stayed strapped to the wing during the entire trip, and was sent
back from the moon via satellite. (Com ox Forces photo)

Editor Taken for Ride
409 Squadron was host this

week to Hugh Whittington, the
editor of Canadian Aviation
magazine. During his stay with
the squadron, Mr. Whittington
was taken for a ride in a CF-101B
Voodoo flown by Capt, Tony
Brett, who was fresh from a
triumphant briefing of 40 NATO
parliamentary delegates during
which he spoke aircrew, a
language none of them un
derstood.
Mr. Whittington's visit to the

squadron began with a com
prehensive checkout on the
ejection seat; a checkout that
was calculated to put him in the
right frame of mind for the trip.
Questions such as, "After the
engine explodes, what is the first
thing you do?", were asked and
answered, and at the end of the
briefing he was smoking more,
and drinking more coffee than
normal.
Then it was out to the airplane

for more re-assuring utterances.
"When you bail out, make sure
that..", all of which was in-

was loosened by heavy seas.
In the meantime, the huge oil

slick is being slowly moved by
wind and tide in the Gulf area
and the experts predict "it's got
to hit somewhere".
From experience with the

Arrow, the experts know that
when it does hit - it will be a long.
difficult and messy job to clean it
up.

General
Pay Raise
An increase in pay has been

approved by Treasury Board for
senior officers in the Armed
Forces. These pay increases of
up to 5 per cent are affective
January 1, 1970.
The salary revision applies to

brigadier generals and above.
The new scale for brigadier
general is $22,920 -$24,360; major
general $25,560 - $27,000; and
lieutenant general $28,680
$29,880. The Department of
National Defence will apply on
January 1, 1971 the same salary
ranges as now apply to senior
executives 1, 2 and 3 who are
their counterparts in the public
service. The same merit prin
ciples which are followed in the
public service will be used in
determining salaries within the
approved ranges.

tended to put him quite at ease
during his flight.
At last it was time for a

briefing from the pilot himself.
"I thought we'd do a couple of
loops then a few spins, and then a
couple of recoveries from
unusual positions. Remember
what lo do when you have to bail
out.'
The objective of the briefings

was to reduce him to a nervous,
shuddering wreck, so that he
would match the pilot. Un
fortunately, the briefers failed to
achieve their purpose, and Mr.
Whittington embarked upon his
trip all bright-eyed and cheerful,
causing the grounderew to know
immediately that he wasn't an
actual squadron navigator.
During the flight, Capt. Brett

demonstrated an afterburner
climb, supersonic flight, high
speed manouevering and
precision instrument flying,
which makes this sound sort of
like science fiction. Not to be
outdone, Mr. Whittington the
holder of a private pilot license,

demonstrated the same thing.
This so incensed Tony that he
brought the airplane back and
attacked the runway, finally
subduing it with one of his
famous landings.
Mr. Whittington was im

pressed with the ride, and with
the airplane. During the flight he
had an opportunity to take some
pictures, not only of other
Voodoos, but also of B.C.'s
mountain scenery as seen from
35,000 feet, through 34,000 feet of
smoke, an altitude the Voodoo
can reach two minutes after
take-off.
All too soon though, from Mr.

Whittington's point of view, the
ride was over, and it was time to
clamber aboard a commercial
flight for the long ride back lo
Toronto and the editorial offices
of Canadian Aviation, where he
was going to attempt to persuade
the directors of the MacLean
Hunter publishing giant to buy a
Voodoo as a corporate aircraft.
Perhaps they'd have more luck

trying to buy a CF-5.
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Demon crew to Japan
"Wet Power", called Capt.

John Westlake to the flight
engineer and CanForce 0721
began its lake off role on runway
29, CFB Comox. After takeoff the
landing gear was retracted and
the Argus began the climb to
cruising altitude. This was not
the beginning of another Demon
patrol but of an altogether
operation. Crew I, representing
407 ( VP) Squadron, were
beginning a fourteen day
itinerary that would see them
complete a round trip through
Alaska, Japan, Midway Island
and Hawaii before returning to
omox.
The initial leg of the trip was

from Comox to NAS Adak,
Alaska. The weather briefing for
the Aleutian Island base was
normal far this time of year,
poor! Undaunted the crew
proceeded with flight planning
and departed Comox at 0800 on
the last day of August, The ten
hour trip went off smoothly with
the air and ground crews
breaking into an easy schedule of
working and eating together.
Having seasoned Argus
travellers on board proved to be
a definite asset.
On arrival at Adak, Cdr. M. F.

Pasztalaniec, Commanding
Oficer of the duty P-3 squadron,
greeted Maj. W.E. Morse, the
Demon detachment commander.
With the O of VP.-9 were
members of his air crew and
ground crews who treated the
Canadians to the traditional
aircrew beverage. As the Argus
was cleaned up the aircrew and
groundcrew were transported to
the quarters for the night. The
officers of VP.g had arranged a
cocktail party for their coun
terparts on the Demon crew. Old
acquaintances from NAS Moffatt
were met and a general bull
session held. The next day
proved to be one of little ex-

taken to a lounge which was well
air conditioned against the heat
and humidity of the country.
With the return of Maj. Morse we
were taken by bus to our hotel for
the next three days, It was a
western style place in Chiba, one
and a half hours by road from
Tokyo.
The initial bus ride to the

Keisei hotel proved to be an
exciting experience. Our driver,
Sterling Sukiyaki, proved to be a
man of steel nerves and raw
courage as we sped on our way.I
seems to be the rule thatall roads
are very narrow and full of
curves. In this initial ride in
Japan some of the Demons lost
ten years off their life span. This
death defying ride was climaxed
when we arrived at the hotel. The
driver proceeded to back the bus
across the street, it is similar to
backing across the 401 at the end
of a long weekend. .
The next morning just as the

bus ride was becoming a
memory our faithful driver
showed up again, This time it
was to transport us back to
the base at Shimofusa tor various
tours and briefings. By the time
that we had reached the briefing
room at the base we were all
seasoned travellers on the
Japanese roads having logged
the grand total of three hours.
The morning at the base was
spent attending briefings on
operations and support systems
that the JMSDF are involved in.
The highlight of the morning was
a static display of the Neptune
P2J. This aircraft is equipped
with turbo-props and is
somewhat longer than the P2V7
Neptunes that were used by the
Demons a few years ago. Maj.
Morse reciprocated with a
briefing on the role of 407
squadron and the crew conducted
a static display of the Argus.
Tremendous interest was shown_._ _

citement as the crew had to sleep
to prepare for the next night's
trip. A three in the morning
briefing does not lend itself to
much frivolity. After a weather
brief the crew once again got
airborne for the trip to the next
stop, Nagoya, Japan.
Although the prime objective

for the Demon visit to Japan was
to visit and become familiar with
the Japanese Maritime Self
Defense Foree scope of
operations, we were required to
land al Nagoya to clear customs.
The 407 Argus landed in Nagoya
after a thirteen hour trip from
Adak. Initially when we came
under control of Japanese AT
controllers the comm proved a
little difficult but this was soon
overcome. Aswe flew over Japan
the extensive industrial and
urban buildup was very much
noticeable. From the air it
seemed as if every square inch of
useable land was occupied. This
proved to be true as we later
toured the country on the ground.
Once in Nagoya customs

proved to be very efficient and
we were cleared into the country
well before our planned takeoff
for the Japanese military base at
Shimofusa, just east of Tokyo.
With an impressive display of the
Argus backup facility the
Demons lined up to begin the one
and a half hour journey to
Shimofusa. On arrival at the base
it seemed as if all base personnel
had come out to greet the
Canadians. As we deplaned the
Demons formed up in front of the
aircraft to be greeted by the
Japanese. The host squadron was
VP-3 commanded by Captain R.
Hirano. There was a presentation
of flowers made to the aircraft
Captain and then the detachment
Commander Maj. Morse was
taken to meet other base
dignitaries. To await his return
the remainder of the crew were

407 Squadron
Gun Plumber's Corner reports

the demise of their "Kempire"
(see photo this issue) and join in
wishing WO Ed Kemp the best of
luck: may all your lures catch
fish. Jack Huffman has returned
from leave claiming that there's
nowhere like the Armament
Section to come back to for a
rest. An armourer's welcome to
WO Jim King, a recent visitor
from the Eastern Empire at
Greenwood, whose efforts while
here were intended to give the
UT a shot in the arm. Hunting
widow's wails are again being
heard from the distaff side as the
.fanatics take t.o the wilderness.
Reports on the grouse outlook are
promising for later in the season,
thanks to this years good crop of
chicks which are maturing
rapidly. Chris Stoyles figures
that the guys who got "chicks'
on the weekend were being un
true. WO Dave Hansen's stint of
riding shotgun on the section
came to an abrupt end with the
return of Capt. Peigl whose leave
was cut short when his beach
house on Hornby Island fell
victim to an unscrupulous
bulldozer operator. Course
widows are almost innumerable.
Oh well, "Happy Homecoming".
Just ask Shorty Ryan what some
guys will do to get hold of a box
bunch. Honestly, volunteering for
test flips has to be the living
END.
With a 100 per cent turnout of 5

boats carrying 1l contestants and
weather conditions improving as
the day progressed, the recent
Torp Shop fishing derby was a
wonderful success, except that
the fish failed to cooperate. The
event was later dubbed 'The
Max Weegar Derby" since his
two fish, a five pounder and a
smallish 1 pounder, were the only
ones caught and netted him both
the 1st and 2nd prizes which
consisted of about 10 bucks worth
adf assorted salmon lures. In
cidentally, these were Max's first
salmon catches • a great way to
commence ones fishing career.
Dave Webb won the 3rd prize for
his most unusual catch of a
herring dodger and plug which he
landed after a fierce battle with a
massive kelp. 'Two consolation
prizes, reputedly revolutionary
ultra new type fishing lures, went
to boats skippered by Bob Collins
and Brad Hood. Bob's lure looked
suspiciously like a large kept
bulb and Brad's bore a
remarkable resemblance to a
piece of gnarled concrete rein
forcing rod which might double
as an anchor butin no way will its
new owner be convinced has a
salmon catching capability. With
the return of Bob Thurley and
Ron Livingston from leave, only
Jerry Lanouette remains lost
somewhere on the mainland. Ron
returned to the Island sporting a
new "Lady Bug" (Volkswagen to
you). Rumor of the month: Will
Whalen is getting posted to
Newfie.
The recent big event in Air

Photo was the belated arrival of
Sgt. Bill Searle who has been in
transit from 4 Wing for the past

MEMBERS OF THE CFB omox Credit Union audit
board pose for our overseas cameraman, before auditing
the books of the Naritasan Branch of the C.U. While the
members of the board were carrying a lot of yen around
with them, they were quit free of worries of attacking
bandits known to inhabit the area. As can be seen from
the photo, they are all holders of the black belt.

in our aircraft as almost all base
personnel looked through it at
one time or another during the
display.
With the briefings and display

behind us, we were invited to
take part in a luncheon with the
Japanese squadron commander
and his staff. This proved to be
most pleasant and interesting as
there was a host for each of us al
the dinner. It was informal so
there was ample time to ask

Tech Ramblings

questions and find out about the
customs of the country. As lunch
came to a close we were in
ormed that they had arranged a
our to one of the more famous
shrines in the area. With that in
mind we once again embarked
with our trusty bus driver.
The Naritasan Shinshoji

Temple exceeded our ex
pectations of what to look for .
While there we were able to enter
he Main Hall (Hondo) and
witness the Invocative Holy Fire
Rite. Apart from being most
impressivewe were able to enter
the altar area. Unfortunately
custom forbade the use of flash
cameras while in that area. The

LUREMASTER AWARD. L Col. JS Middleton presents
the "World's Greatest Luremaster'' award to W.O. EW
Kemp on the occasion of his retirement from 407 Sqn. and
the C.A.F. after 26/2 years of service. Ed has taken up
rpermanent residence in Courtenay and will be kept busy
cranking out his famous salmon lures on a full time
basis. (Base photo)

two months. After many
harrowing experiences and
untold hardships, his trusty VW
bus finally staggered into Ac
tionland. Speaking of events,
three of the blessed variety are in
the offing for section wives with
two target dates already ex
tended and tranquilizers about to
be added to the dinner menu.
Carrying a load of letters and
suggestions for the inhabitants of
Parliament Hill, Sgt. Jim
Holmes departed for the place
where it all began for him, the CF
Photo Unit at Rockcliffe. Denny
Denton must have completed his
language questionnaire properly
since he left almost immediately
for two weeks of foreign
language OJT in Japan. Now Don
lark is hoping Denny will bring
him back a genuine Geisha Girl
lo keep him company on those
long winter night shifts.
Once again, greetings from the

fixit corner of the best Argus
squadron on the west coast. As
usual, we are up to our elbows in
such technical matters as how to
--CENSORED-----. We hope
that everyone appreciates the
lovely golden sunsets we are

(Continued on Page 7)

Stayhome
and go places
inBeautiful

British Columbia
- For exciting holiday variety, your
home province has it all. From big
city fun in Vancouver to relaxing
ranch life in the Cariboo. From
historic sites like Fort Steele lo
natural wonders like the Fraser
Canyon. From warm, sandy beaches
to magnificent mountain reaches.
Name your favorite kind of holiday
country - chances are you'll find
it right in your own back yard.

"B.Cee-ing is Believing"
Q@VERNMENr or RrIsH coLuMn

PARTMENT OF TRAVEL INDUSTRY
Hon. W. K, Kiernan, Minister
R. B. Worley, Deputy Minister
"Y dour lollar's worth more at home'

ceremony lasted for one half an
hour and then we had a short
break before our ride back lo the
hotel. This enabled the Demons
to pick up a few souvenirs for
home.
As Saturday was the next day

the Japanese military only
worked half a day. This gave the
Demons crews a chance to tour
the country on their own. 'The
crew elected to have a tour of
Tokyo by bus. This proved to be
most interesting. The bus ride
into the city was about one and a
half hours long. Our guide for the
trip spoke very good English and
proved to be veryknowledgeable
on the area and customs of the
country.Each bus also carries an
attendant who aides the driver in
watching the road. In our case
this proved to be a very pretty
young girl, who, in times

pp between watching the traffic
kept us entertained with local
and traditional songs. The tour
took almost eight hours and for
the benefit of the Chaplains we
once again visited a Shinto
shrine. A new record for the
Demons, church twice in as
many days.
As our time in Shimofusa came

to an end we were looking for
ward to our next slop along the
way. This would be the joint
Japanese and American base at
Iwakuni, Japan. This proved to
be the most interesting of the
spots slopped ataswe stayed in a
Japanese style hotel. This meant
the sliding paper doors and
sleeping on the floor. The one
drawback to this was the fact
that the air conditioning was cut
off at eleven in the evening. Our
schedule at Iwakuni was not
quite so demanding as there was
just the normal static displays
put on. Unfortunately Expo was
not really near at hand so the
crew spent their time visiting
other points of interest such as
Hiroshima and the
Miyajimaguchi shrine.
With nearly a full week in

Japan our time was drawing to a
close and we began to prepare for
the trip back home. Final
souvenirs were purchased and
stowed in the aircraft. On
Thursday, Sept. 10, we departed
the land of the Rising Sun for the

(Continued on Page 7)

Call
DICK ME RRICK- 339-2758g
The Mutual Life of Canada

....At Mutual Life of Canada
we are specialists _in the
complete field of life in
surance - term and per
manent. As well, we have
annuity investments including
those backed by quality
common stocks.

.... Our aim is to design an
insurance and or investment
plan best suited to your needs
and budget.

....Call me at 339-2758 for an
appointment to review your
life insurance and pension
requirements.

· ]

L0TS LOTS• LOTS
WATERFRONT LOTS
VIEW LOTS
CITY LOTS
TOWN LOTS
COUNTRY LOTS

Invest $140
With monthly payments to suit your pocket

We have the best selection of lots
in the Comox Valley, so

Save Time Call Us First
Phone 334-2471

COMOX VALLEY REALTY LTD.
Real Estate Mortgages Notary Public

(Opposite Court House)

Top Quality
USED CARS

1964 PONTIAC WAGON
V8, auto trans., radio, luggage rack, white walls.

1967 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE II WAGON
V8, auto. trans. Radio.

1969 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY
V8, auto trans. Radio. Power Steering, power
brakes, white walls, vinyl roof, bucket seats.
Low mileage. Only

1964 CHEV. WAGON
VB, auto. trans. Radio.

1295%%
1995%%

3295%
995%

COURTENAY CHRYSLER
SALES (0970) LTD.

92- 492 Courtenay
ifth Street

Phone
334-4224

JUST IN TIME
OUR SHIPMENT OF

"AYERS"
All Wool
Satin Bound

BEDTHROWS
Arrived

.·" just at the
right time for

the cooler nights.

See These in all the Newer Colors

r 23.50
ATTRACTIVELY GIFT BOXED

Also THERMAL BLANKETS
In attractive floral designs $
From on ]0.50

D. L. MORRIS
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

Fifth Street (across from bus depot) Courtenay

WHAT YOU NEED IS
DEATH INSURANCE
Only with death insurance zan you afford the cost of guaran
teeing your family sufficient financial resources to live a
comortable life when death abruptly cuts off your earning
rower, tl is a special kind of insurance. The premiums arc
less than ordinary life insurance. You can't borrow money on
it. It doesn't build up cash values. lt ays ott only when you
die, lt provides the most protection when needed when the
family is young and entirely dependent upon your earning
power. Isn't this the best reason for buying insurance in the
first place?
Act now before any change; physical, financial or mental
threatens your future insurability. Death insurance is cheap
enough you can afford to buy enough. Enough protection
for your family to live on till the kids grow uo and ''fly-the
cop." For example, you can buy one of our Family Insurance
Plans that will give you protection starting now:

Amount of Protection
$50,000

Amount of Protection
$100,000

Age Plan Premium Age Plan Premium
25 20 Year $100.75 30 20Year $ 190.00
30 20Year $121.95 30 20Year $ 258.00
35 15Year $15410 40 15Year $ 333.00
40 15 Year $213.15 45 15Year $ 497.00
45 IO Year $281.80 50 IOYear $ 712.00
50 I0Year $386.60 55 I0Year $1,071.00
When the right time comes, whe you make more and con
afford more, the nice thing obout our death insurance is "a
you can convert it to life insurance. Without fuss. Without a
medical examination, We plan it that way from the eginning

because the real reason we want to sell you death insurance
is that we want you for o customer tor life.
W. G."Hugh" Standr S, ·I R, ..Life of Calif , In9, pecol (epresentative for Occidental
fieia + ,,,"?"","%"°· mo,ho eeks with authority i the

surance an is ready to set ±

plan especially for you. up a protection
Hugh, spent 28 years in the RCAF (F/L±5.::r±2 %.:ill 'ension, saving you oryou wil really have peace of mind. Ph mone; then
(collect) for an appointmen ". one Nanaimo 753-1801

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

SPECIALISTS
□

ONE DAY SERVICE

ON OVERHAULS

OR REPLACEMENTS
□

DAVE'S
TRANSMISSION REPAIR

Phone 334-2917

542 Anderton Ave., Courtenay, B.C.

Next to Dlners Island

l t ,,
'
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, .;_ ,· ~/~IIIIP!o.17': THIS WEEKS MENU
SUN. MOTHER'S LITTLE

MYSTERIES.
PIG IN A BLANKET.
BIT ON A SHINGLE.

CHEESE 'N' PEMMICAN
SURPRISE.

THU. COVERED WAGON.
FRI. CUDGEL STEW.
SAT. DOGGIE'S BREAKFAST.

l

l

Elderly navigator passed milestone
Capt. Doug Munro, one of the ,yg, erg Hi

mocc venerable of the archaic f =
group of Voodoo scope wizards le r +.

who park their wheel chairs in '
the Nighthawks parking lot last
week hit a rare milestone in the
Voodoo business when he flew his
one thousandth hour in the noisy
kerosene guzzler. The Voodoo is
the third aircraft type in which
Capt. Munro has flown 1,000
hours.
The first airplane in which he

spent 1,000 hours was the Lan
caster. Much to the surprise of
same of the younger members of
the squadron, such as Guy
Sullivan, none of this was during
World War 2. It was all flown
chasing whales with 407
Squadron.
His next 1,000 hour airplane

was the elderly Dakota, and hush
up that man who is asking when
this story is going to enter the
20th Century. Doug's 1,000 hours
ri Dak time came while he was
on the staff of the Air Navigation
School in Winnipeg teaching
aspiring navigators how to use
their dividers lo spear good food
from the RO's plate.
The bulk of his 1,000 hours of

Voodoo time was flown while he
was a member of 416 Squadron at
Chatham, N.B, which is where
we send people to train until
they're good enough lo be
members of 409 Sqn.
The pilot for last week's

memorable excursion was Major
Berl Marcotte, who was kind
enough to lead Doug out to the
airplane and lead him back again
after the trip.
Perhaps the happiest person

about the whole thing was the
flight scheduler, Capt. Don
Middleton, who said, "Good. Now
he's got1,000 hours flying time, I
can schedule him for 1,000 hours
alert time next month.'

Marcom
Goes North

Maritime Command ships and
aircraft are conducting the first
major anti-submarine exercise
in far northern waters since 1961.
Rear Admiral H. A. Porter,

commander of Maritime Com
mand, says the exercise which
began Aug. 23, is enabling
Canadian sea and air personnel
to gain ASW experience in
northern operations. The ships
and aircraft also provide a
tangible presence in the
Canadian North.
Units laking part include the

destroyers Annapolis, Fraser,
and Terra Nova, the operational
support ship Protecteur, the
submarine Ojibwa and long
range Argus anti-submarine
warfare aircraft from 404
Squadron based at Greenwood,
N.S. The exercise area extends
from Frobisher Bay into Davis
Inlet and in coastal waters as far
south as Goose Bay. Argus
aircraft are opera ting from
Goose Bay.
The exercise is being con

ducted by Capt. C. G. Pratt,
commandant of the maritime
warfare school, Halifax, who has
established his headquarters at
Goose Bay. Fleet units are under
the operational control of Capt. J.
M. Cutts, commander of the 5th
Canadian destroyer squadron.
Fleet units are scheduled to

return to Halifax September 4.

SUN.
TIS WEEKS MENU

Mo(HER'S LITTLE
MYSTERIES

PIG IN A BLANKET
BI1 ON A SHINGLE

CHEESE 'N' PEMMICAN
SURPRISE.

COVERED WAGON.
CUDGEL STEW.

066lES BREAKFAST.

~

10 Years Ago
M.E. Drivers stage Roadeo on

Ce tarmac of the new alert
hangers. Winners of the grand
scrape and scrunch derby were:
LAC M. Caljouw, who won the
rand prize of $25.00. LAC W.
Duggan won the $10.00 second
prize and Cpl. R.C. ..Bartlett
took the $5,00 third prize money.
Mr. FD. Jarvis drove off with
the $10.00 civilian first place
money.
Navy wins Tri-Service Track

Meet held at Naden. The navy
howed exceptional spirit and
alent and won the championship
with a total of 137 points. The
Army came out with 83 points
while the Air Force only
collected 74, although they did
ITanage to set one of the new
'cords. LAC Cutler won the.
discus event with a toss of 122ft. 9
Inches to set a new record.

. I
2
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"WHERE ARE YOUR Mae West and parachute?', says an astonished Lieutenant
Colonel Sam Telford (R) to Captain Doug Munro. Col. Telford had gone out to the airplane
to congratulate Capt. Munro on completing 1,000 hours of Voodoo flying, but instead found
himself giving an impromptu lecture on the hazards of flying without the proper equip
ment. Looking on is the pilot of the airplaneMajor Bert Marcotte, who is trying to explain
that Capt. Munro's Mae West and parachute had been taken by a hijacker who had
defected to Puntzi Mounta in. Canadian Forces photo

l Nighthawks
Nest i

The editor of this illiterate rag
regrets to inform his loyal
readers that the writer (?) who
normally manufactures the
drivel known as the "Nighthawks
Nest'' is unable to do so this
week; it seems that he has been
selected to add a bit of much
needed class to the squadrons
"William Tell'' team. Since
receiving the startling news of
his selection he has been in the
bar, hopelessly attempting to
Iring his drinking game up to an
acceptable standard.

A remarkable transformation
has taken place among the
squadron's "rug heads". You can
actually see Harry Reddens ears
and while a phrenologist would
still have to use a garden rake to
read ole Gord's skull the overall
improvement is commendable.

Mexican Tequila Distillers
have announced a sizable
dividend for their shareholders
following the announcement that
Phil Schreiner and Gord Saun
ders have moved into the "Sugar
Shack."

VOODOO NUTS, BOLTS
AND VOLTS

Less than amillion Wow! If I'd
have known that the Bonaven
ture was going that cheap, I
would have bid on it myself.
Parked off Tree Island what a
tourist attraction it would have

------------made, but as usual I missed the
boat, financing is too expensive.
I talked to one of our AF'Tech

Cpl about his air force career. In
17 years of faithful service he has
only two sick parade entries on
his medical record, one of which
was a sprained ankle. It must be
something of a record. He just
doesn't believe in getting sick.
Not many of us can claim such a
record. Of course 17 years and
still a corporal is not uncommon
but that's another matter. There
must be records in that depart
ment and they're probably all in
the new air element.
We've had a few personnel

shifts. The MSO ASO and LSO
WO positions will be headed by
new chiefs in preparation for our
fall excercises.
New faces in the establishment

consist of WO Mae Elliot (AVN
Tech) Sgt. Bruce Jubb
(AETech), Cpls Tom Hickey,
Bob Smith, B.N. Cook and F.L.
Derrien, E. E. Sutton, Pte
Riddell (AFTech), Cpl A.C.
Jarvis, Dave Smart, and R.W.
Wood, Ptes W.D.C. Brown, Cpl
Engel and G. Cosgrove. PS. -
There were also some W.T.A.
postings in but they are so far
removed you hardly ever see
their faces. The additions are
pls Robert Craik, Keith Liscum,
Dave Stubbs and Ed Ram from
the Air Division, plus Ptes Dave
Longpre and Ron Williams from
Camp Borden.
To all the new comers we say

welcome aboard, we hope your
tour won't be too trying.

The BAMEO Fall party is
scheduled for 1 Oct. watch the
notice boards for details. We
expect a big turnout.
The results of Plan Restore are

in and it seems everybody that
applied is happy. It makes one
wonder what things will be like
after all our "restore" boys are
gone! Only time will tell!

New Chairman

REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
P. Leo. Anderton Co. Ltd.

L. W. Anderton Notary Public

EST. 191 I Phone 334-3313
For Evening Service Call

Norm Howarth.--.-----.---....... 334-457

Fred Parsons..-.-----------.-...-.. 339-2813
Dave Avent..--------.-----..-.. 338-8333
J. A. Calder.--------.---.... 339-3839

Warren Takes
(Let over from last issue)

L/Col Douglas (Duke' Warren
has been appointed Base
Operations officer at CFB
Comox. He replaces L!Col
Charles Steacy, who has gone ta
take charge of tanks, bicycles
and strollers in the Puzzle
Palace that is Mobcom
Headquarters.
L/Col Warren is one of

Canada's premier fighter pilots.
He enlisted in the RCAF in 1941,
got his wings, and was promptly
whisked overseas to fly Spitfires
with 165 (RAF) Squadron. Two
years later, he was transferred to
another Spit squadron, the RAF's
66 Squadron, where he stayed
until the end of the war. His
services earned him the D.F.C.
Since the war, Col. warren has

virtually made his home in
fighter aircraft. In the late 40's
and early 50's, he flew Meteors,
Vampires, Mustangs and Sabres.
At one point he was seconded to
39 (USAF) Squadron in Korea,
where he flew the F-8G Sabre.
More recently, he has been

attached to the German Air
Force, served with the Direc-

The appointment of Mr. P.C.
'Phil' Garratt of Toronto as
Chairman of the Board, Hall of
Canadian Aviation History and
RCAF Memorial has been an
nounced by Project Office
Headquarters in Ottawa.
Mr. Garratt is the retired

Managing Director of the de
Havilland Aircraft of Canada
Limited. He remains as a
Director of de Havilland and
Hawker Siddeley Canada
Limited.
Mr. Garratt was born in

Toronto and educated at the
University of Toronto. He was a
fighter pilot in World War I, and
flew as a test pilot in the 1920's.
He conceived the original DHC-2
Beaver aircraft, and directed the
development of the famous
Chipmunk, Beaver, Otter and
Caribou airplanes. These air
craft are operating in 64 coun
tries.
Mr. Garratt was awarded the

McKee Trophy in 1951 and 1966.
He was the first winner of the
C.D. Howe award - "for planning
policy making and overaij
leadership in aeronautics and
space". He received the Civic
Award of Merit from the City of
Toronto in 1965.

OPS Job
torate of Flight Safety, com
manded a radar unit, and·
directed fighter operations at
NORAD Headquarters, Colorado
Springs.

So far, he hasn't started
harassing 409 Squadron for a
Voodoo checkout, but the
squadron is girded.

New
trades
OTTAWA (CFP) - Corporals

and privates interested in a new
service career might consider
remustering to a topographical
surveyor or map reproduction
technician.
Surveyors require Grade 10

Ontario or equivalent, while
technicians need Grade 12.
Applicants require a medical
profile for their trades, and must
be under 35 years old.
Terms of service, if accepted,

will be according to CFAO 11-12,
paragraph 17, and all ap
plications must reach DPCM EC
before Oct. 26.

i ] '
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MOTHERS .. W +ave 'he district school requirement
lists and can fin1 ur order over the phone. Call early for
best selection.

5th St, Courtenay

You will also find
many hard.to-get

items such as

CHEMISTRY
& PHYSICS
LAB. BOOKS

Totem Stationery
YOUR YEAR.ROUND SCHOOLSUPPLY CENTRE___;,,r

Phone 934-3914
33,34,35

The fall madness known as
ground school got off to its usual
resounding start last Friday
under the watchful eye of Ken
Driscoll and Guy Sullivan. The
latter gentleman treated us to the
ground school officers distorted
idea of what a Red Book Quiz
should look like. The
thoroughness of the exam baffled
Bob Barr so much that he kept
quiet for the first time all af
ternoon.

Tony Brett, Ernie Briggs and
their lovely wives treated the
squadron officers and wives to an
excellent Box Lunch last
Saturday evening at Chez Brett.
It was an outstanding party and
much enjoyed by all; many
thanks.
Flight scheduling officers have

been wandering around with a
puzzled look on their faces lately
wondering where everyone is. Its
only fair that we tell them. John
dark is asleep at home and Gord
Saunders is asleep in somebody's
bathtub. Don Elphick is con
valescing in Calgary following a
two week stint of telling fibs to
the public al the PNE. Henri
Dielwart has finally returned
from his month in Chatham. He'd
only planned on being away three
weeks but it took a little longer
than expected to bring 416
squadron lo Combat Ready
status. Ern and Diane Poole are
spreading charm (Diane) and
good will (Ernie) in Bismark
N.D. Actually Ernies not
spreading good will at all but a
little kindness never hurt anyone.
Sam and Sigrid Howard are
IWSing it in the land of the Big
BX.

LOST The Commandant of
Canadian Forces Staff School,
Toronto wishes to know the
whereabouts of one Captain (N)
Hugbert Fischer who is allegedly
five months overdue for his Staff
School Course. Anyone knowing
his location kindly contact the
nearest RCMP Detachment or
phone the Commandant collect.
FOUND A MARK: Anyone

wishing to supplement his income
by sporting bets or by selling
outdated and useless items
contact Capt. Peter Dunda.
Phone 334-4226. If Sue answers
forget it, she's too intelligent.

.,

WATCH FOR THE

GRAND
OPENING

of the

NEW LOCATION OF

GLORIA'S FASHION
FABRICS

From Comox to Courtenay

SCANADA DECOR
10% OFF Danish Teakwood Furniture
Come in and see our new catalogues

Evening Appointments may be arranged

279.4th St. Courtenay 338-5045

Part-time
work for military personnel

If you wish to add dollars to your income investigate our
opportunity, see for yourself how servicemen, working just a
few hours a week, earn large incomes. You need not be ex
perienced in sales as we will train you. Our product is
educational and there will be no canvassing, you only contact
people who have enquired about our products and services

«

U
Fo~ mo~te information, call K. Ord, Grolier Ltd., 200nversi'y Ave., Toronto.

0UPS
"Take a good look at our phone
bargain rates alter 6 p.m."

, You can talk clear across Canada to Halifax it you want
And it costs less than two dollars for three minutes after 6pm. (Evente -le ,»· o a. vntesscloser to home}

Every night ot the week -- and always on Sundays' Just check your phone directory
tor the complete details. And Happy Dialing!

I
I
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Radical Surgery
''Having convulsions and has to be taken

to Vancouver immediately for emergency
treatment? And only four months old. I'm
awfully sorry, doctor, but we just haven't
any aircraft available to do the job. You
see, there's a search going on in the Interior
just now, and all of our aircraft are either
searching or on maintenance. Why don't you
try the evening flight on PWA? No, I suppose
emergency facilities on that flight will be
limited, but it's about the only thing you can
do. What's that? Yes, doctor, I'm sorry, I
hope she makes it too." .

Does the above one.sided conversation
sound unbelievable? It was. Until a few
weeks ago, that is. 442 Sqn, used to have
eleven flying machines: Daks, Alberts and
helicopters. Their prrimary role was search
and rescue, but they also managed a regular
and heavy commitment of sked flights, and
an aircraft could always be made available
for air evacuation if a medical emergency
arose. During 1969 a total of 90 air evacs
were carried out by the team at Comox; so
far, in 1970, there have been an average of
two or more air evacs every week. But,
although qualified medical personnel are
still available to do the job, transportation
can no longer be depended on.

1970 has not been kind to 442 Sqn, The
Alberts and Daks have gone and the total
aircraft contingent now stands at three
Buffalo and two helicopters. Five aircraft in
place of eleven. The job hasn't changed that
much: the primary role is still search and
rescue; the secondary role is that of tran
sport, and consists mostly of scheduled
flights. And last priority is given to mercy
flights. Of course while a search is being
conducted the scheduled flights are all
cancelled, and no aircraft are available for
air evac flights. During the last week a
search has been in progress. As this is
written 442 Sqn. has three aircraft sear
ching, and the other two undergoing
maintenance. In the last five days at least
three air evacs have been turned down.

The west coast of Canada may be
regarded by many as God's country, but in
some ways it is a most inhospitable land.
Logging, fishing, mining and lumbering
industries have scattered people in a host of
tiny and remote settlements. Many of the
jobs in exactly these industries are in the
high hazard category and when an accident
happens ii is usually serious and immediate
medical attention is required. Most. of the
roads in these back areas are little better
than trails, so land travel is slow and tor.
tuous at the best of limes, and virtually
impossible during rain and snow seasons.
Other communities have no troads and
transportation is only possible by waler or
by air. Water travel, of course, demands a
reasonable sea state. Air transport, then, Is
the most reliable, and in many cases, the

only possible means of providing emergenCY
assistance to these remote communities.

The records show that the whole west
coast area has come to rely on air
evacuation being available when required.
And so It should. Surely this type of public
service is no less important than an
adequate police force or tire protection
system. Unfortunately, the service that has
been provided In the past cannot be relied on
in the future.

Assuming that an air avac is necessarY
in this area, it is certainly the responsibility
of government to see that such a service is
provided. To set up a separate agency for
this service would be both complicated and
costly. It would require trained medical
personnel, appropriate aircraft, and
qualifigd aircrew. CFB Comox has all of
these things and is willing to do the job. The
aircrew are all professional. The nurses are
all flight nurses, have aero-medical training,
and are air evac qualified. The helicopters
and Buffalo can carry stretchers and
provide space for administering emergenCY
medical attention in transit, (impossible in a
commercial passenger aircraft) and can
provide a rapid one two operation from a
remote area, the helicopter going in for the
pick-up, and then transfering to the faster
Buffalo. The only problem is that these
aircraft are not always available.

We in the military like to think that our
goals are the goals of Canada. We are always
Johnnie.on-the-spot in times of national
crisis or disaster, flood, fire, or a striking
police force, even an earthquake in Peru.
And so it should be. But is an individual
disaster less worthy of swift attention? Whal
about the logger crushed by a falling tree top
or the pulp mill worker who's been mangled
by a wood chipper, the hunter who is the
victim of a 'sound' shot, or the diver suf
fering the agony of the bends? What about
the mother with complications at child birth,
the child in coma after being carried from
the playing field, or the baby in convulsions?
And what about the unanswered prayers of
anguish and the tears of frustration when
that telephone voice says, 'I'm sorry, there
just isn't an aircraft available,'' and the
sterile wish that if only ii would have hap
pened last week, or maybe two weeks from
now, something might have been done.

442 Sqn. has experienced such radical
surgery this year that it can no longer
conduct mercy flights on a regular basis. If
present priorities remain the same, and if no
aircraft are added to handle the air evac
role, then this situation should at least be
publicized. If we cannot continue to provide
the same service as before, ii is our
responsibility to so advise the public, that
victims of the fates can cease to hope in vain
for emergency medical assistance that
cannot be given.

Support Small Business
Now and again those servicemen

associated with base newspapers hear
disquieting rumblings about going regional,
or going national. There are those who would
seek to eliminate (''combine'', they say) all
of the unofficial base newspapers, and set up
a few regional, or one single, national
military newspaper. Such a newspaper,
ideally, would combine the best features of
all base newspapers now in existence, and
draw freely from the newspaper talent and
experience now evident.

There are two major advantages that a
single newspaper would have over the
present scattered group of locals: each local
paper now prints a reasonable percentage of
the same Canadian Forces Press material
a single newspaper would eliminate this
duplication; and each local paper depends
on local advertising for most of its revenue
- a national newspaper could solicit
national advertising, obviating the need for
local advertising, and eliminating the dozens
small advertising staffs.

. Detractors of the single newspaper idea
point out that a national military paper
which sought to incorporate something of
interest for everyone would be neither fish
nor fowl. Al best ii would be a lukewarm
newsprint supplement lo the Sentinel, and at
worst a watered down extension of weekly
routine orders. Supporters argue tthat the
national newspaper could have local sup
plements installed before distribution, and
could thus provide local news and comment
along with national and international
material. It is difficult to believe, though,
that the editor of a national newspaper would
consent to the inclusion of a supplement in
his newspaper without first having the op
portunity to edit (or censor) that sup
plement. He would have to protect himself,
for even though the paper might still
represent itself as an 'unofficial' service
newspaper, the bulk of its readership would
nonetheless consider it an official newspaper
of the service. And the local ·supplementt
would assume the authority of the newspaper
in which it was inserted.

Perhaps the whole argument turns on
what the aims of our present unofficial
newspapers are, and whether or not those
aims could be achieved by a single national
military newspaper. [he primary aim of a
base newspaper is certainly not to present
complete and comprehensive coverage of
world news, Canadian news, or even
Canadian military news. Big business looks
after that. And any serviceman who limits
himself entirely to reading the Totem Times
will find that he has become a thoroughly
twisted individual. No, a base rewspaper
seeks primarily to select and present items
of interest to the majority of its readers, but
I not available through most regular
channels. These include some items of
national importance, to be sure, but more
often they consist of items describing policy
changes, or decisions which affect the
structure, the aims, or the direction of the
CAF and which directly, or Indirectly, affect
large groups of servicemen+ and their
families. Base newspapers also give high
priority to local news, sports and activities.

But perhaps the major contribution of
this type of newspaper lies in presenting a
serviceman's a forum at the local level, It
isn't management presenting required

/

reading and telling you what to do or what to
believe. It's ordinary servicemen who have
noticed problems and have thought them
through, researching them as much as
possible, and then presented the problem,
the argument, and their conclusions. It isn't
the word of God. It's one man's viewpoint,
and is coloured by his education and ex
perience, as well as by his prejudices. If the
reader disagrees with a certain argument or
its presentation, he can air his own views in
an article of rebuttal or a letter to the editor.
He can even protect his identity if he so
desires. Base newspapers often get con
siderable response from an Interested
reader ship, particularly if a controversial
subject has been broached. How much
reader response could a national newspaper
expect? Perhaps more pertinent, how many
controversial subjects would be dealt with?

It is precisely because all manner of
problems are discussed in these local papers
that management is given an extra tool to
assist it in its function. That tool is feedback
which offers a little greater breadth of un.
derstanding of the problems and frustrations
of the average serviceman, and provides a
fairly accurate gauge of service morale at
any particular time, A national newspaper
could never fill this function because ii would
only hear about what a great job
management was doing, and the ordinary
serviceman would be constantly told how
lucky he was lo have such fantastic
management doing such a wonderful job for
him.

Base newspapers are sometimes
criticized for editorial pages which carry too
much criticism. But then what do most
people talk about? They mention their
successes, but they dwell on their problems.
Should a newspaper staff then paint a rosy
picture? They could hardly do that and
continue to live with themselves. These
people don't pursue any personal vendetta,
nor do they criticize just to rabble-rouse.
Most of them have considerable time in the
service, and the service is their first love.
They refuse lo stand Idly by and blindly
accept the present situation in the name of
loyalty. They see and understand the
problems and they press for change.
Sometimes they get their knuckles rapped,
but that is always the hazard of taking
initiative. Mind you, they don't work on the
paper only for love. They do II also for the
challenge, and for the personal satisfaction
that they get out of it, and maybe just to be
part of the action. Each editor and his staff
identify completely with their newspaper,
The ultimate compliment Is that many of
the readers do the same, and they continue
their subscriptions long after they have
moved away.

Whatever it is, forum, soapbox, and
erstwhile news vehicle, the base newapaper
serves a function which could never be
duplicated by a national newspaper. The
editors and staffs will make mistakes and
they won't be as professional as a national
newspaper staff, but perhaps these very
foibles help to give the base newspapers a
down-to-earth quality which lends them
more credibility than a national newspaper
could ever enjoy.
. Your base newspaper has only your best
interest at heart, so don't let it be muzzled by
compulsive organizers. Support small
business.

...threw his hat and shoes away and screamed ''to 'ell with it, if you can't fight 'em, join 'em.'

t contact
An editorial from the Trenton

HI would find a tree on the

WI.th U1e contribution Ther- enhi• ·1fug d would climb thal. 'The :
"""} is an invention of themometers at our gates and the aeroplane h

Memorial sign close by, it is only evil, and its only purpose 1as
natural that the Hall of Aviation tto draw away from the
1istory is a continuing source of {[~, +any of our best young
interest and discussion to we men!'' , a more serious
here at Trenton. Recently it was Anyway, In_ ,
possible to interview Major Dave vein, the specific questions put to
Tinson, an Information Officer of us by Contact were:
he Memorial Fund Committee. Q1- Is the estimated cost of
Major Tinson's past service in 3.6 million still valid':

the forces has been spent in the A.The cost estimates for the
Air element where he has Building were developed in 1969
completed nearly 18 years f and were based on construction
single engine jet flying. He is taking place in 1970. Escalation
pleased to have been appointed to as applied on the assumption
the Memorial Committee that a two year delay might be
because he believes in it and encountered. As it is now in
wishes to see it built. tended to proceed with con-
The questions included in the struction during 1972, it is

interview are from interested reasonable to suppose that the
Contact readers. overall cost estimate will still be
The Memorial Fund Project close to the mark.

Office has been asked by your o.2 What sector is expected
editor to answer some questions to contribute the largest sum of
passed on by personnel at CFB money and how is this part of the
Trenton. We were glad to hear overall campaign progressing?
from Trenton which has been by A. The Corporate sector,
far the strongest supporter for that is the industrial, banking
the Hall of Canadian Aviation and financial segment of the
History among Canadian Bases. business world has assumed the
We'd like to first bring you up responsibility for more than half

to date on the financial status of the overall objective. The
the project thus far. There are 5 results, while encouraging, are
campaigns scheduled to raise below the levels predicted for
money. The in-Service campaign this date. This is perhaps lo be
is pretty well finished, although expected in the face of the

Any Pigeon worth his beer ration had to go to Early this week I received a little prophecy many bases, particularly Rock- current financial climate. Those
see the movie 'The Battle of Britain." I am no from good ol' Uncle Sibelius. Uncle Sibelius as cliffe, continue to support us with +who are undertaking the fund
exception, clutchin' my ol' kit bag in my hand I you may recall is the retired Corporal who lives special events. The Women of the raising are confident that they
paid my s1.25 (the show was so good they ina tar paper shack just off the end of the run- RCAF have raised about $2,500 ill reach their goals but admit it
charged near downtown prices) and filed in lo ways in Winnipeg, who makes all the predictions towards their goal. The Cor- will take more lime than
see this historical event relived. Perched on the for my column. This months prediction was porate and Special Names originally planned.
edge of my chair, hugging the kit bag with one written on the back of an 8 by 13 inch piece of campaign is being aggressively Q. 3 Who is doing the can-
hand, and sucking the thumb on the other hand,I paper that turned out tobe an old DRO. pursued, although results are vassing within the Corporate
became engrossed in the action. No the Battle of Uncle Sibelius predicted: A pay raise for the slow. Money for donation by sector?
Britain is not exactly a new subject on the Generals of about 5 per cent to be announced in Canadian industry is particularly A. The canvass is being
screen. Everyone has seen the for real action on September. (This proved to be accurate, see tight right now, certainly much Handled by ex-members of the
cine gun movies of the real thing, seen newsreels news item in this issue); A pay raise for tighter than when we launched 'C, 1d
of London burning and listened to the old fighter professional ossifers (Legal beagles, Witch the Memorial in 1967. The l HCAF, RFC, RNAS an RAF,
pl t 1d vh ±) doctors and tooth pullers) on the average of t , th is Ca4 most of whom saw service onlyplots, an some who pretended that they were) two campaigns, the Air ale during the war years. For the
describe the action. Not even a hard hearted about 5 per cent, to be announced late September Marchathon and the RCAF +nest part they are top executives
Treasury man could be unmoved by the stories r early in October. Pay raises for Lieutenants Association, are scheduled for
f heroism that came out of the fall of1940. and Corporals of 5.6 per cent to be announced in completion this fall. The RCAF f the major industrial and
As I watched the drama unfold I couldn't help mid-October and back dated to October 1, 1970. have made us their number on financial organizations in the

my mind wandering from the story to the Pay raises for other ranks have been deferred, rroi·ect for '70 '71 land.
r • Q.4 What motivates a busytechnical aspects of performing a dog fight, Boffins studying their pay scale think that they

having aircraft disintegrate mid air, or having are just about even with their civic counterparts. We've got a lot of quietly loyal executive to take on such an
London re-burnt with such realism. I couldn't Working on the 5 per cent figure, a General's supporters who keep sending in additional burden?
help wondering too, what kind of money the actor monthly pay increase will be greater than the their dollars every month. We've A. The reaction of most of
pilots got for fighting the sham battle as opposed total amount I would get for a pension right now. also got a few very vocal critics, these men is that because
to the money that the real performers in the real It is encouraging though, to know that with the who like to chip away at the little Canada has played such a major
tattle had received. new pay raise, the General's are making just a guy's effort. These people part in aviation. .. has con-
Who couldn't help getting a little melancholy little more than a lead hand in a pulp mill. sometimes remind us of Sir Sam tributed so much to the great

as they watched a for real Group Captain, tour I'm glad to hear that the professional ossifers Hughes, Canada's War Minister achievements in the conquest of
his Station and tell his Station Warntosser to get will be getting a raise, especially the Legal from 1911 to 1916. He was ap flight. • • that this story must be
the place cleaned up because it looked a little types. They're the ones that will be doing all that proached by a group of students made available to the public. By
tatty? Or when the SWO yelled and screamed at extra work at the Courts Martial of the entire from the Curtiss Flying School in so doing we not only tell the
the troops, who in turn loved hin, tor it? What Totem Times Staff. Toronto who were seeking in. history of Canadian aviation but
memories were brought back seeing the hordes The 5.6 per cent raise for Corporals and reased government interest in inspire Canadians, particularly
f W.D.'s walking in those squat heeled shoes that Lieutenants is more than enough to disqualify aviation. Sir Sam said: the young, to reach for higher
turned their legs into fireplugs? How about the mast of them for their welfare payments. This "My boy,you and your friends goals... and at the same time
majestic sight of Air Vice Marshals and Air meagre raise, will naturally be taken care of by have been led up the garden path. perhaps make headway in
Commodores, or even LACs? the phenomenom of annual rent increases. If the My advice is to forget all about developing a stronger sense of
The show ended without my even movng trom current trend in PMQ rents continues a four this flying business. The nationhood.

the edge of my chair. (Thats some sort of bedroom job like mine will cost more than a four aeroplane has no future atall. IfI Q. 5 How much has been
record for me). And I filed out of the theatre bedroom suite in the Hotel Vancouver. were a military commander in raised thus far in cash and
dabbing my eyes with the remaining dry portion Mushroomer of the Week: Major Keir has the field and should want to see pledges?
df my ol' kit bag, I couldn't help thinking ·q been nominated for the McKee Trophy for his what was happening, I would A. Just over $500.000.
would sure be great to be in an Air Force again efforts in the furtherance of Air Travel i climb the nearest hill and look Q.6 Of the above total how

eada""""""""_continua on Pose 6

From up in my Perch

T E
Sir:
The July 17 issue of the Contact

carried a reprint of a sardonic
letter to the Comox Times which
allegedly expressed a consensus
of opinion regarding the RCAF
Memorial, and which in my
op1nuon was curiously out of
place in our local newspaper. If
the purpose of running the
reprint was to demonstrate some
principle concerning freedom of
the press or editorial
prerogative, I suggest a point of
view with less innuendo and
more credibility would have been
in better taste. Furthermore, the
article appears to be somewhat
out of context in that neither the
original article referred to in th
letter nor a countering viewpoint
presumably also carried in the
Comox paper, have been
reprinted in our Contact.
Regardless of the motive in

question, and its just possible the
motive was to stir up a little
interest, the point that disturbed
me most was "Taj Mahal's"
subtle mix of fact, fiction and
sarcasm obviously designed t
discredit a project to which
sizable number of our fello
servicemen and women h
fr1,,, 1ave
Teely chosen to give their moral
and financial support. Th
literary technique employed A
the Comox writer is an exam
f satire in its truest and ms
effective style, a technique
traditionally considered '
mendate it erployed o el
folly or evil for the benefit z
mankind. But, what hidden{'
associated with the RCAp
Memorial project? When peon]
think enough of then, "Pe
associatuon wtu he no,""
donate time and money "
project which aims to prov4"
permanent, functional symi} }
hat aspect of our & ,o
heritage, I thin -anadian
,, ' hnl we have
situation wherein people ,"
acting in a rather ho, dTenourablmanner. Conversely theref
deliberately ridicule tu. "e, to
sms toa some»sat i!"3,""
noble act, and is a_an
example or he man!"{"e0lent

JERICHO
HOSTEL.

WELCOME HIPPIES

mentality this world could use a
good deal less of.
The above opinion not

withstanding, I think forward
looking, constructive criticism is
desirable and beneficial. For.
thright questions and answers
can do much to resolve
misconceptions about the
Memorial project, some of which
have been a major hindrance in
achieving the popular support
required to make the in-service
campaign an assured success.
The matter of achieving the

overall goal of 3.6 million is of
course still an open question
However, despite the irony of the
apathetic response shown by
many service personnel to date
many of our personnel are giving
generously, and the response
from non-service elements is
very encouraging. The Memorial
is therefore still a viable project
which. if built, will
unquestionably provide present
and future generations with a
unique symbol of National
achievement. The intrinsic value
will compound with time and
rapidly surpass the nominal cost
of construction.

Maj. K.G. Manning

Dear Sir:
·plan and Restore' a phrase

that sounds like a title of a new
book where within its pages
unfolds all the drama, ex
itement, and suspense of a war
novel... destined to become the
ration's best seller, at least as
far as the serviceman of the
Canadian Armed Forces is
concerned-
Far many it is the parting of

heave, the Fork in the road, or
a breach in the Air. Its a turn in
direction o a new way of life
bovine iven years 1%,$,,%
less in the service of 1eir

,%,"%son tor dos«e »yo di@ui'{Government's offer was
no q qt well thought out by one
a"jj tased on heir own
•, "and needs and the un
"F"3,es which at present
"ra"""iue the future of the
cemn Armed Forces.
Canadian • •
'
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VOICE FROM THE TOMB

THE EDITOR
For them they are at the peak

of their professional skill in all
phases of their work... you
might say on the verge of all
becoming supervisors in their
own field, provided they com
plete 25 years as a Corporal.
Recollections of these men will

be quite varied largely on where
they have served. To some the
names of "mustang"', "Vam
pire", "North Sar", "Dakota"
"Sabre", "CF100" 'Neptunes''
and the "Albert'' have left their
mark etched into their memory
for all times. Others will
remember the opening of a new
"Wing" overseas, or the closing
of one. A squadron being formed
or one disbanded. The T.D. trips
to "Rabat'', "Sardinia",
Belgium'', 'England'',
"Bermuda'', 'United States'
and countless other places too
numerous to mention. They too
will recall Guard Duty, Duty
rew, Duty Watch, Fire Picquet,
rash Crew, Honour Guards
Parades, Orderly Corporal, and
even to the extent of refueling a
T Bird leading edge tank
especially in winter.
Code names like "Zulu'

"Carte Blane", "Apple Jack",
"Lemon Juice", "Snowman'
"Round House'', "Broken
Arrow", "Cocked Pistol", and
he ever popular "Fade Out" will
not be forgotten.
The good times too will also be

remembered especially to the
people they have shared them
with.
The postings and transfers by

all the members of their families
will be remembered. The
readjustments, change of
schools, PMQ waiting lists
language barrier, change in
climate, a new family doctor
dentist, music teacher.'
Yes the list is endless.
When one looks at the list of

newly arrived privates, will they
be able to fill the shoes of these
men? Yes they will in time after
they have experienced some of
the things their predecessors
have and at that it will take
years.

Nostalgia and sentiment play a
part in all of us. For the ex
serviceman its the roar of an
engine overhead, a marching
band, parade, a salute, an old
uniform, or the words of an old
song from a bygone era.
Man has made many

monuments to himself, but if God
ever made a monument to man I
am sure it would be wearing a
uniform.

Dear Sir,
Today, I had occasion to be

embarrassed as a serviceman
by a fellow serviceman in front of
a civilian businessman. Th
reason I relate this experience is
because I am sure that it happens
day in and day out, time after
time at every community ad
acent to an Armed Forces base.

I was patiently awaiting the
salesman to look after my par
ticular request and was not in

any great hurry to have the job
completed.
Enter the culprit. I suggested

that he go ahead since his request
would have taken less time. To be
exact, he wanted to have some
tubes tested at this store. He de
clared, however that his friend
another service individual who
normally repaired his electronic
equipment, was not at home and

·T» he had to come to the store. The"rapper'' store keeper then checked the
tubes and advised the individual
that they were unserviceable.
The person then asked if the
proprietor if he had the two tubes
to replace the others. He af
firmed this and took new tubes
out of his stock and presented
them to the customer. The
customer then requested the
"damage." THch k { 1e proprietor
!""Fed his price Lst and ad
,"".he customer tat it would

X' number of dollars for one
and "X" number of dollars for
Continued on Pae 6)
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PSSST, HAVE YA NOTICED
THAT THE NEW C.O. LOOKS
LIKE CHARLTON HESTON?

CORRECTION GENTLEMEN,
CHARLTON HESTON
LOOKS LIKE THE C.O.

D'YA THINK HE'LL USE I DUNNO, BUT WROS CAME OUT
THE BUFFALOES TO ON TABLETS THIS WEEK AND
PULL A CHARIOT? THEY HAD TEN COMMANDMENTS

ON 'EM. OH BOY, IF HE CAN DO
THAT 'PARTING OF THE

WATERS'
TRICK,
WE'LL BE
ABLE TO
LAND THE
BUFFS ON
THE LAKES
AFTER ALL.

MUSHROOM SQUADRON KEPT BUST
Comox Marine Radio reported
the Sara Lene 11 was aground off
cape tao. The Mv Heron %"}
went to the rescue and towed
vessel to Comox. ,Ar
For five days the Squad7on

lazed around with its routine
duties untui the 15th. "PT
Albatross 9306did an AIrEvac Ior
a Servicemen taking him from
omox to Victoria. a±ial
Two days later the Provine

Health Services requested a
mercy flight from Terrace to
Vancouver for a 20 year oldman
seriously injured in an accident
at Kemano. Albatross 9306
departed from Comox at 10:43
p.m., but the first attempt of
evacuation was aborted due to
the patient's deterioration n
flight and the patient was
returned to hospital at Kitima.
At2:40p.m., the Albatross with a
doctor on board departed
Terrace after waiting out the
weather to ensure a low level
flight to Vancouver. At 5:15 p.m0.,
the aircraft landed at Vancouver,
but the patient, unfortunately,

a had died enroute.
Another restful period until the

20th when the Provincial Health
Services Department requested
a mercy flight from Prince
Rupert to Vancouver for an d
year old boy seriously injured in
a train wreck at Port Edward.
Albatross 9306 carried out this
mission.
At 2 a.m., on the 20th the Duty

Officer at CFB Comox reported
that a boy was missing from a
scouting trip to Forbidden
Plateau. Labrador 403 was
dispatched and successfully
located the boy.
On July 23rd, at 1242 p.m., the

Bull Harbour Marine Radio
reported the American Fisking
Vessel 'Sunny Boy' off Gosling
Island had a crewman with
compound fractures of the arm
and could . not put to shore
because of a fouled propeller.
Alert Bay Air Services were to
carry out the mission but could'
not proceed due to weather.
Albatross 9306 was dispatched
but high seas prevented the
aircraft landing so medical

(Continued on Page 7)

in the good ol'
summer time

If you happen to be wondering
what your Daddy, Husband and
or Boy friend in 442 Squadron has
been doing this summer, while
you've been taking it easy on the
beach this summer, take a look in
the Squadron's Operation Log
Book.
Starting on the page marked
une 19, 1970 we find that a
anadian Forces Ground Search
Party and members of the RCM
P, complete with a tracking dog
re-entered the crash area of an
earlier search, SAR Hadgkiss on
Roderick Island. The wreckage
of a Harvard Aircraft had been
found earlier in the year but no
survivors. Snow conditions had
called a halt to the search. This
time, with the aid of the police
tracking dog; a sleeping bag and
a pair of woman's boots were
localed about'18 of a mile from
the crash site on top of a ridge. A
flagged trail leading into a small
valley was checked. The dog was
used in the vicinity of the
sleeping bag and other found
articles. Having pursued all
avenues to no avail, further
searching was terminated on the
21 of June and the case was
turned over to the RCMP.
The next entry dates 11:20

p.m., June 1.. Labrador 403,
while enroute to the SAR Broatch
crash site, spotted the wreckage
d CF-YGZ (SAR Granzveld).
Confirmation was made and the

P and the AID people were
into the site. The para

Rescue people removed the
remains of the sevenvictims and
took them to Princeton.
Later that same day, at 5:30
pm., aHedley citizen, while on a
fishing trip, came upon the
wreckage of CF-SRN (SAR
Broatch). He notified the RCMP
who relayed the information to
RCC. Labrador 403 was
dispatched and took the RCMP
and AID to the scene. The pilots
body was removed and flown to
Princeton.
The 15th of June saw a Cessna

337, with five people on board,
overdue on a flight from
Kamloops to Castlegar. As the
plane was equipped with a Dart
11, Crash Position Indicator, a
409 Squadron T33 was dispatched
to carry out an electronic search.
An Albatross departed Comox at
the same time and carried out a
track crawl, while Labrador 402,
with the Searchmaster aboard,
left for Kamloops to set up a

Ech Headquarters. By 3:10
afternoon the searchmaster
informed that the wreckage

had been located seven miles
southeast of Cherryville and that
there were no survivors. The CPI
had burned in the crash. AID and
the Coroner were flown into the
site.
At 6:20a.m. on the 27th of June

Edmonton Area Control Cent+ that aC180 with 2 people on board
reported a Cessna 172 with three as overdue, on a flight plan
people on board,was overdue o} from Watson Lake to Whitehorse.
a flight from Fort Wainwright, A civilian aircraft participating
Alaska to Whitehorse, Yukon In the search, checked out a
Territory. Albatross 9309 with th Sighting report on an aircraft on
Searchmaster on board wag he ground south of Pine Lake
dispatched to set up Search Airstrip was not the missing
Headquarters in Whitehorse. { CI0. Albatross 9305, which was

on SAR Holliday was alerted for

ONE OF442 SQUADRON'S Labradors picks up a patient
from the research ship Laymore, off the west coast of the
Queen Charlottes. (Photo by Whally Hannam)

joint American Canadian search
failed to locate any trace of the
AC by July 10 and the search
was terminated. On July 18th a
civilian helicopter spotted the
wreckage. As the site was in
American territory, the 10th
Aviation Battalion UHID
removed the bodies to Fort
Wainwright.
Late in the evening of July 4th,

the Provincial Health Services
requested a mercy flight from
Kelowna to Vancouver for a
seriously ill 78 year old man.
Labrador 402was assigned to this
mission.

At 7:55 p.m. on the 6th., the
RCMP at Chilliwack requested
helicopter assistance to remove
the body of a climber who had
died at the 6,500 ft. level of a
mountain 30 to 40 miles south
west of Chilliwack. Labrador 402
was dispatched and assisted the
RCMP in their unpleasant duty.
On the 8th, at 6:10 a.m. a DND

official reported a Pegasus
Airlift Bell Ranger contracted to
the Canadian Forces, had
crashed 30 to 40 miles NNW of
Pemberton Meadows. Labrador
402, which was enroute to Prince
George at the time, airlifted the
three occupants, including the
one fatality to Pemberton
Meadows.
Even earlier on July 9th, the

RCMP detachment at North
Vancouver requested assistance
in searching the southern slope of
Mount Seymour for a 75 year old
woman, who had been missing
for 24 hours. Again Labrador 402
was dispatched, and searched
with negative results.

2 hours later on the same day,
the Searchmaster of SAR
Holliday reported and Edmonton
Area Control Centre confirmed

search. Two hours later, the
Searchmaster and Edmonton
ACC confirmed that the overdue
aircraft was on approach to
Whitehorse airport. Also on
that day, Vancouver Area
Control Center advised that Air
Canada, Section 16, a DC8, was
returning to Vancouver with
multiple electrical problems. It's
ETA was 9:30 p.m. Labrador 402,
returning to Comox was
requested to remain at the air
port on standby and the Canadian
Coast Guard (CCG) Hovercraft
021 was alerted. 7 minutes later
ACC advised that the aircfaft had
landed safely.
The local Marine Section had

some action on the 10th when
Comox Marine radio reported
that a 20 ft. pleasure craft had
broken down off the Comox Bell
buoy. The Motor Vessel (MV)
Heron was dispatched and towed
the vessel into Comox.
Approximately 5 hours later

SALE
Check our

12 page flyer

for many

Home Remodelling

CO-OP INSURANCENEWS

Your Coop Insurance Company has been able to hold the
line on auto premiums despite the fact that insurance claims
costs have continued to rise, Its because we have accepted
the challenge to develop new concepts in administration and
in the marketing of insurance services

Mushrooms
Muster Monday

Specials

Huge lrly Bird Sale

on Hill Sept. 26th

These changes will keep costs to a minimum, while
continuing to offer Coop policyholders top quality service
plus many extra benefits.

nother

COOPERATIVE FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY

DCIS INSURANCE sER, "
or«ors«n. es.so, :RVICES

It ANDO CASUALTY COMPANY

Credit Union Building, Cumb ·I
>' eriand.,

REP.: STANLEY J. LAWRENCEBus.: 336-2437 "
Res.: 336-2417

WO CH. Taylor, CD, Chairman of 442 Squadrons capable
combined Entertainment and mediation committee, announced
today that another spectacular, irregular, bacchanalia is planned
for next Monday, September 21. The party is to be a stag affair, and
will be held in the Totem Inn Lounge at 1600 hours.

'Its a full steam ahead, now or never, type of party' the
Warntosser said in a recent press conference. "The guys are
leaving the squadron so fast we can hardly keep up with it.-
ne party is to be held in honor of some departing and retiring 610 Anderton Ave., Courtenay

members. Those members are: Cpls. King, Fleury and Ross.
Captains, Agate. Morris, Glazner, Kilgore, Huisman, Crawford,
LaBell and; Lts. Deacon andHyland.

BLOCK BROS. REALTY
Successful

Thru
Service

499 Fifth Street, Courtenay Phone 334-3111

BLOCK BROS.
NOW OFFER YOU

1. Complete Real Estate service across
Canada.

2. Free rental information- to list your
home for rent or if renta I required.

3. Professional appraisal for new
construction.

4. Complete details on all property for
sale.

For complete Real Estate service
contact "the man or lady from Block's."

Central Builders' Supply Ltd.
334-4416

r a-- . . -# a t

sa
'• •

Gt ++ RICH LOOK.. +« LIGHT, BRICHT look
f the entie. wth a wealth f LUXURY
FEATURES built npht in Mo wader the
1970 models by SAFEWAY h ntlmn te
hearts..,and opened the rye f we
Mable Heme tuyera fram coat to
oust. r today's pres for ire
and rents fr apartment its a teal

Help yourselj to a big share
of better living in a SAFEWAY, DUCHESS or
MANOR Mobile Home!

IO YEAR FINANCING

CAPRI TRAILER SALES
Just South of the City Limits-Courtenay 330-0313

#Firestone
ALIGNMENT

and
4-WVHEEL
BALANCE
Sure you can 'get by' with mis
aligned, out-of-balance wheels.
But your tires will wear out
faster. Your car will be hard
to steer. And the ride will
be rough. Solution? Prompt,
accurate front-end alignment
and balancing of all 4 wheels
by Firestone Riding System
Service Specialists. Right now
this service costs you just
$12.95. So next time you're
driving by, drop in. For even
faster service, call us first for
an appointment.

s
Torsion bar

adjustment extra

DING SYSTEM SER
for safet and full

Trust Firestone Riding System Service Specialists
for expert drum and disc brake service!

Open Tues.
to Sat.
8:30 t
5:30 Fire$ton@ S19RES

120- 5+h St,, Courtenay Pone 334-3188 Courtenay Bridge)

.I
i
I

+
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PROTESTANT CHAPEL

SUNDAY SEPT. 20 -- Battle of Bitain Church Parade begin
ning at 11:00a.m. All dependents are most welcome to attend this
special Service in commemoration of the air battle fought over
Egland in September 1940.
SUNDAy SEPT. 27-Morning Worship as usual al 11: 00a.m.
SUNDAy SCHOOL-Registration for all Sunday School children

from the age of 3 up will be held in the PMQ School at 2 p.m. on
Sunday Sept. 27. Sunday School classes will begin on the first
Sunday in October with children ages 3 to 6 meeting in the PMQ
School at 11:00 a.m. and children over 6 meeting in the Chapel at
9:30a.m. This is the same schedule as last year. .,
CHOIRS -- Junior Choir and Senior Choir practices will begin

this Thursday evening, Sept, 17 and will be held each Thursday
from now on. Junior Choir (ages 9to 14) will meet at 6:00 p.m. and
senior choir will practice at :0o p.m. Many members ha,",}'
during the summer so new members are urgently needed for .
hoirs. You will be happy to know that Mr. Walter Yeomans will
again be the Director of both Choirs.
MISSION BAND---Children ages 4 and 5 meet in the Chapel each

Wednesday with one group meeting from 10:30 to 11:30a.m. and the
other group meeting from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. All children in this age
group are welcome. For further information contact Mrs. Anne
Powers - 339-2173.
CHAPLAIN -- Major W. Archer PMQ87, Phone Local273.

R C CHAPEL

Father James G. Campbell - Base Chaplain (RC)
SUNDAYMASSES: 9:30 a.m. and II a.m. in the Chapel
WEEKDAY MASSES:

Tuesday 7:30p.m.
Wednesday 4:15p.m.
Thursday 4:15p.m.
Friday 7:30p.m.

Saturday 7:00p.m.
CONFESSION: After mass on Saturday at 7 pm. and before

weekday Masses.
BAPTISMS AND MARRIAGES by appointment - local 274.
CWL: Regular meeting first Tuesday of the month in the Parish

Hall at 8:00p.m. Mass in the Chapel at 7:30pm. . .
RC CHAPEL COMMITTEE and Parish Council meeting second

Wednesday of the month in the Parish Hallat1:30p.m.
CATECHISM: Catechism for students Grade I to VII is held In

the PMQ School from 6:30 to 7:30p.m. every Wednesday.

Chaplain's
Comments

BY PADRE ARCHER

It was with a tremendous sigh of relief and a small prayer of
thanksgiving that countless parents watched their children go
down the road to School a week ago last Tuesday. At last September
had come and they were out from under Mother's feet for another
ten months. -

What a remarkably good looking group of children they were!
Most appeared to be very well fed, and a great many had brand
new school clothes. The needs of their physical bodies are being
well cared for by loving parents. And the schools they were going to
were clean, well-equipped and staffed by a fine group of hard
working teachers. The mental needs of our children are being well
taken care of. But human beings, young or old, are like a triangle;
one side is physical, another is mental, and the third is spiritual.
Each side is necessary. Each side must be cared for. What
provision are you making for the spiritual side needs of your
children?

This is the time of the year for a definite decision there. Wor
shippers are returning to Church after their summer holidays.
Choirs are re-forming, Catechism and Sunday School classes are
soon to begin for another winter. Are you and your family par
ticipating fully in the life and worship of your Chapel or Church?
Are you insisting that the spiritual side of your children's up
bringing is as well cared for as the physical and mental side? And
are you as a parent doing your share by setting an example for your
children by attending Worship as often aspossible yourself? If you
don't, they won't!

Your Chapel needs you, and you need your Chapel.

" ETARY,Mrs. Ivy Chapman, receives a scroll for FAITHFUL
THE CHAPLAIN'S SECRI tot. Ll id. With her retirement, Mrs. Chapman ends 13
service from the B Adm in O, L,Col. 1oya. ' (A Base photo)
years of public service at CF B Comox.

Voice from the tomb
(Continued from Page 4)

much has been in cash?
A.- As of May 31, 1970 (the

date of the most recent financial
statement) the cash received
was $88,192.23.
Q. 7 - How much cash

remains?
A.- All the cash so far has

been used up in taking care of the
expenses of architects' com
petition, consultant's fees,
brochures, publicity and cam
paign material and forms, fund
raising, and overhead. It IS not
unusual at this stage of the
campaign to find the coffers low,
for two reasons: firstly, it costs
money to raise money and,
secondly, many of the cor
porations who have pledged
large sums delayed their first
instalment until the end of this
year in order that they may have
the use of the capital as long as

possible in the current tax year.
For example, one firm which has
pledged a very large sum over
the next five years does not pay
its first instalment of $20,000.
until December, 1970.
Q. 8 - Will you publish a

Financial Statement and if so,
when?
A. -- Financial Statements are

published on a quarterly basis
and more often if required by the
Board. These statements are
placed before the Officers of the
Board and are distributed to all
Board members. In addition, the
Annual Statement is issued as a
March 31 each • year and is
presented at the Annual Meeting
f the Corporation and of the
Board of Directors.
Q.9Have all servicemen who

wish to donate been approached?
A.- No. We know that some

were missed in the canvass and
that perhaps others who decided
to support the project did so after
the active campaigning on the
Bases ended. It would be of great
assistance if any in this category
would contact the Memorial
Fund Coordinating Officer
directly or would send their cash
and pledge assignments to the
Treasurer, RCAF Memorial
Fund, P. O. Box 310 Astra,
Trenton, Ontario.
Q. 10-- If the Campaign fails,

will contributions be refunded?
A. We are not entertaining

thoughts of failure. Airmen are
proud of their motto "Per
Adua ad Astra." They have
traditionally set themselves
difficult goals and attained them.
There is no reason to doubt that
this will continue to be the case.
Q. 11 - Is there a deadline we

must meet to achieve our goal?
A. -This is a matter which is

reviewed peridically. A decision
was taken recently to delay
construction for one year. It was

LETTERS
(Continued from Page 4)

the other. The customer then
replied, "Well, the first I'II have
to buy from you at your price
'cause I can't get it anywhere
else. The other one you can keep
'cause I can get that at the base
for $3 less in the Exchange."
Well fellow, if you think you

did some good you're right.
You've fixed it really good for
any other serviceman in that
store. Only, just remember that
you may be able to buy it cheaper
somewhere else so why tell
him why not just go to the
other store after saying - No

• thank you, I don't really need it.
I'm not trying to carry a

crusade for the local mer
chants for at times they are
equally as bad. But why bother
telling him something he already
knows. Signed,

John Scott

Find Out
Where the
Jobs Are

OTTAWA (CFP) - Ser
vicemen approaching retirement
must contend with conflicting
facts and even some myths about
employment conditions in
Canada. Where the jobs are is
still a very basic question.

There are 150,000 specific
categories of Jobs in Canada.
Since you are only interested in a
single Job, the choice will be
narrowed down by a process of
elimination beginningith skills
and training, family cir
cumstances and where you want
to live. Unemployment statistics
can be very meaningful in
completing such planning.

Things are tight at the moment
with the national average
pushing past the 6.5 per cent
level. Regional differences are
even more striking with
Newfoundland approaching 20
per cent in some localities, the
Maritime over-all approaching
11 per cent, and Ontario in the 4
per cent range. However, even
these figures can be deceptive,
since Cornwall, Ontario, because
of industrial changes, has an
unemployment rate of 25 per
cent.

further necessary to grant more
time to the various funding
campaigns and, of course, it was
brought about to a certain extent
by the fact that the RCAF
Association and the Air Cadets
are not starting their major

Q, 12- Who will work as ad
ministrators and custodian of the
project? III
A._ The curator wii be

selected on the basis of ex
perience and qualifications. It is
too early to say wno will fill this
position, and of course the same
applies to custodians.
One obvious conclusion from

the above is that the initial
estimates of how fast the money A three-fold lesson can be
would come in were erroneous. learned from this somewhat
We are now operating on the gloomy picture. First, in
proverbial shoe-string with vestigate all facts before making
which we are all familiar, and as that final break from the service.
a result our one salaried em- Second, remember that statistics
ployee is no longer with us. can be deceptive since the ser-
The fact that seems to elude viceman has skills and ex

our critics is that this may be our perience to sell which create
last chance to effectively present opportunities not open to every
the heroism and achievements of civilian. Finally, the tighter the
Canadian aviation to future employment in Canada the
generations. Books and harder you must work at your job
museums just won't do it. It has campaign.
taken a tremendous amount of
work and initiative to come as far Servicemen approaching
as we have, and it will take a big retirement are invited to par
effort by people with a real in- ticipate in the Civilian Em
terest in Canadian aviation to ployment Assistance
meet this challenge and make Programme as outlined in CFAO
us mung go. But we've always 56-20. Consult your Base Per
said that the light blue uniforms sonnel Selection Officer or Base
would be found where the action Personnel Education Officer for
was, haven't we? further details.

The best areas to look for jobs
in Canada are Ontario, Alberta,
and British Columbia, but local
conditions have to be examined
carefully. The fact Michelin is
building two tire plants in Nova
Scotia, could drastically change
the picture in one part of the
Maritimes.

HOUSING PROBLEMS?

I

FINANCE A NEW MOBILE HOME
WITH A

$€@'g FE.Pi.@i
LOAN

25% down, up to 6 years to pay
THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA

~Helena Rubinstein
Color Tone Shampoo

The shampoo made for your own hair shade

REG. 3.00 NOW ONLY 2.00
T'urn on the lght m yur hairal make it ingig rean! Color 'Tune
l+po make«our lair color (natural or anqirl) richer, livelier,
fresher without really rhansnz it!
'hr the color mlre for your un hsir shade., New Ah Hlundre,
Mole, Ire«lhreal, lrunettv-run Glow, Hrunette r Silver. lo
Nave LAM on every 12ur bottle you buy during this big ale!

Helena Rubinstein
PrescriptionsCOURTENAY DRUG CO. LTD. &..:.

YOUR FAMILY DRUGGIST

273 FHH St., Courtenay, Phone 334-2321

EATON'S
17,1

GO TO BLAZES CONTEST •
PRIZES

1st Prize
An eternity of peace and quiet under a warm velvet blanket of
grass, in the location of your choice.

2nd Prize
An all expense paid visit to the hospital of your choice for
various "degrees" of duration.

3rd Prize
Every"body" wins, your choice of creams, salves, ointments
and bandages in decorator colours and assorted flavors.

TO QUALIFY
Ignore as "garbage" all fire prevention advice and warnings.
Maintain an "It couldn't happen to me" attitude. ..
Moan and groan at the mere idea of a fire wardens job or a fire
fighting lecture.

Leave all those dull and dreary fire precautions at work, where
you must obey them. After all, why bother with them at home
with only the wife and kids around.

There are many ways to qualify, if you feel you are qualified call
the Fire Department at Local 250, for verification or advice.

•

COMOX VALLEY
INSURANCE

SERVICE LTD.

Insurance is our
"Only'' Business

Opposite Court House
Courtenay

Mr. Len Opperman
is pleased to announce the

opening of his

Lazo Shoe Repair Shop
Located on

Ryan Road
in the Gordon Shopping Centre

COMOX BUILDERS'
CENTRE

Presents a demonstration of

FLECTO VARATHANE
ANTIQUE MD WOODGRAIN FINISHING

ALL DAY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

AND FRIDAY EVENING

Sept. 25 and 26
Anderton Rd., Comox

339-2717

TRANS CANADA
SALE

continues through

SATURDAY,
SEPT. 19

CHECK YUR 18 PAGE FLYER
\

'.



l Mushrooms
kept busy

continued from Page 5)
Nies were dropped. General

pk#croidceast was issued and
GC Rider was dispatched off

trol. The P & O MV Ar!la.' nears tie scene,
red the injured man and

;:1ceeded to Ketchikan. The F v
;ndjammer towed the Sunny
By to Namu. ,
jo minutes after midnight on
1ly 25th, Vancouver ACC
+ported a Cessna 310 with 4
ople on board overdue on a
fit tan from Vancouver to
}botsford. One hour earlier the
{c had contacted Abbotsford
and closed the flight plan, stating
he was landing at Abbotsford in
ten minutes. A communications
heck failed to locate the AC and
a Labrador was dispatched to
heck the Abbotsford area. At
g;50 the aircraft was located safe
at Paine Field, Wash.
Just after lunch on the 26th,

Albatross 9306 flew a Holberg
baby, who had injested some lye,
to Vancouver. 9310 was dispat
ched on a dual mercy flight to
Victoria with a 2 year old boy
with a lung obstruction and a 44
year old woman who had been
injured in a car accident.
11:20 p.m., on July 29th, the
MP at Campbell River
rted a 14 ft, outboard with
people on board overdue on a

trip from Campbell River to
Stewart Island. A general marine
broadcast had been issued and
the CCGC Racer had been
dispatched and Labrador 403 was
af at first light the following
morning. By 7:30, the boat had
been located safe in a small bay.
Also on the 29th, Albatross 9310

took care of 'one of our own' by
transporting a critically ill
serviceman from Kamloops to
Vancouver, while 916, one of the
squadrons waning Daks, per
formed a mercy flight from
Terrace to Vancouver with a 15
year old boy who was suffering
from gunshot wounds.
Activities for August started on

the 2nd, by flying a man, who had
been found badly beaten in the
Prince Rupert railroad yards, to
Vancouver.
4:55 a.m. on the 4th found the

Labrador, 403, airborne on SAR
Sheer, looking for a missing
helicopter that had been enroute

m Talto Lake to Butte inlet.
a.m. 403 had homed in on the
ing bird's Personnel Locator
on, and had Ioca ted the

Helicopter at the 4,000ft. level, in
the Doran Creek Valley, a scant 2
hrs. flying time from Comox. The
missing helicopter had run out of
fuel.
On August 5th, the squadron,

with tear filled eyes, bid farewell
to the first of the departing
Albatrosses.

August 11th found Albatross
9309 on a mercy flight from
Holberg to Vancouver. On Aug.
13th an Albatross and a Labrador
left Comox at 8 p.m. to set up a
search headquarters for SAR
Clark. Enroute ACC advised that
the aircraft that was the object of
the search, had crashed and
burned with one survivor about
15 miles south of Minto Strip, in
the Yukon.
A unique operation developed

from a call from a vessel named
the Laymore during the af
ternoon of the 15th. The Laymore
was about 50 miles west of the

•

en Charlotte Islands.. They
/4 a research diver aboard who

suffering from the bends.
y requested an Air Evac and

a decompression chamber as
soon as possible. At 3:20 p.m.
Labrador 402 departed for

THE RESULTS SAR LINDE, A Super Cub on floats, upside down in an unnamed
lake. (A Flight engineer photo)

andspit with two para rescue
men aboard. Since the
squadrons' remaining Albatross
was busy at the moment with
another mercy flight, it was
necessary to utilize the. still not
operational, Buffalo. The Buffalo
456, made a hasty trip to Vic
toria, picked up a doctor and his
helper, a decompression
chamber, and it's equipment and
took them to Sandspit. There,
they transferred the doctor and
the chamber to the waiting
chopper. Within 40 minutes the
chopper was lowering a Para
Rescue man to the deck of the
waiting Laymore. The patient
was quickly transferred into the
chopper's stretcher and hoisted
aboard. The Para rescue man
thengathered up the patients
baggage and other gear and was
hoisted aboard. While all this
action was going on the Buffalo,
complete with another Para
Rescue man and a droppable MA
1liferaft kit, orbited the scene in
case of any mishap. The aircraft
returned to Sandspit and
remained there over night, then
took the patient to Victoria the
next day. This was the first
combined operation of a
Labrador and a Buffalo, and it
should be noted that it was very
successful.

At i:45 a.m., 18 August, the
Squadron launched a Labrador
and an Albatross on SAR Linde
for an overdue Super Cub on
floats. By 10:50a.m. the missing
aircraft was found by a civil
aircraft. The Cub was overturned
in a small unnamed lake, 3 miles
north of Bowers Lake. The
Albatross continued info the site,
landed on the water, and the
Para Rescue man made a ten
foot dive to confirm that the pilot
was still in the aircraft. The
passenger was found standing on
the shoreline. Meanwhile, the
Labrador, which had gone to pick
upan RCMP Officer, arrived and
the pilot was removed.
Later in the afternoon,

Albatross 9309, enroute from
Whitehorse to Comox was

\

r

diverted to Prince Rupert for a
mercy flight to Vancouver.
Bright and early, 5:50 a.m., on

August 24th, an Albatross began
searching for a missing boat near
Chatham Point, near Campbell
River. By 7:20 the boat was
sighted, sunk, but the soul on
board was safe. At 7:30 a.m.
there was a mercy flight from
Quesnel to Vancouver. Later in
the day the Standby aircraft
started a search for a fishing
vessel, the ·Gulick,' missing in
the Cape St. James area. The
fishing vessel was later located
by the 'Comfort 11,' another
fishing vessel, which escorted the
disabled 'Gulick' to Goose Island.

A search for a missing
helicopter enroute from Teslin to
Prince George was started on the
27th. As the helicopter was
equipped with a Dart 11 Crash
Position Indicator, 409 Squadron
was called on to have one of their
T Birds carry out an electronic
search. Within 15 minutes of the
search alert, the missing
helicopter was reported safe at
Watson Lake.
The first of September was an

his loric day for the Squadron.
The first Buffalo Sked Flight left
Comox at 7 a.m. By 11 a.m. the
first Buffalo, performing the first
Buffalo Sked Flight was un
serviceable with engine
problems in Victoria.
The Canadian Airborne

Regiment called for assistance
on Sept. 3rd. when one of their
members went missing during
manoeuvers in the Revelstoke
area. Labrador 402 left Comox at
6 a .m. and later in the clay an
Albatross joined in the search.
The missing man's body was
found early the next day by
members of his regiment about
12 miles up stream from
Revels toke.

On Sept. 4th, a Call from
Holberg for a mercy flight, a
female dependent was seriously
ill. As both choppers were un
serviceable, Buffalo 454 was
assigned to the task. As the
Buffalo sinks like a brick every

time It lands in the water, it was
decided to land at Port Hardy
and have the patient taken to the
aircraft by road.
At 7 p.m. on Sept. 4th an alert

was sounded for an overdue
Cessna enroute from Cranbrook
to Castlegar. On board the air
craft was a Capt. Lees, from
Shearwater. This alert has
developed into a full scale
search, dubbed S.A.R. Lees. At
the present time, the squadron is
totally committed to this search,
with 2 Buffaloes and I Labrador,
and 32 Squadron members on the
job. The remaining Buffalo and
Labrador are in the Barn on
inspection.

Advisers to
the Chief

The management and staff of
the Totem Times felt a
measurable glow of pride when
the Chief of Personnel's latest
news letter landed on the rat's
nest that serves as an editorial
desk for there on page four was
an article on medals and the
infrequency with which they give
them out.

"My," said the gnarled gnome
who cranks out some of our
editorials, "This is good stuff.
Why I could almost have written
that myself." As he read on, »
suspicion began to dawn., As he
read further, the suspecion
became fact. He had written it
himself.

But what was that at the bot
tom? A squib saying that the
editorial in question had been
lifted from the Moose Jaw
Plainsman, which in turn had
lifted it from the Rivers paper.
It is pleasant indeed, reflected

the gnome, to see one's thoughts
getting that much space. The
Totem Times is ubiquitous, he
thought, which is a lot better than
many of the things it has been
called.

DO YOU HAVE
ADEQUATE INSURANCE?

For Personalized Service

INSURANCE BETTY
AGENCIES

542 Duncan Ave.

SEE

WALLACE
Courtenay

GENERAL
INSURANCE

Phone 338-8616

4
goodreason
forbrrowning

isagodresin
for lending

antNFL.

LAVER'S

407 Tech Ramblings
roviqp, .4, (Continued from Page 2)
- n! since our :went 24Kr·p,,, prop spinners to clean out his own ears? Try it
U • e grapevme has it sometime For those who can
at a dirt t "

mark«q " result has been a read, the word on "RESTORE"
upswing in the BX's sale has arrived.

f sunglagoin, S5es. Anyone know the
da grate for TX spinners these

ys? Wu :won' 'Uh gold at $35 an ounce,
""· "hat fine benefits! wedd7{op@ con tor a yo»
brain artists to pick your
q",fr a tail crest design for
,,, [!obetrotting beasts. Put

ideas on paper, bearing in
mind "
rein4"P' the design should e
ta.""}'Simple, noi necessarily
on @,,"s motif and take it easy

Pl. Unsworth and Martin
(refinish ,
ma4, "eTs). The wives almost
no."!'flying but apparently the
,,,'dno, hey didn't want any
,,, compeiison master-
«#"","}e galley stoves. 5isl

awhile girls, the ROs will
soon be replaced by Observers,
mostly more sympathetic ex.
round crew. A warm welcome
oes out to Sgt. Gerry Thomas
and his family who are our most
recent arrivals from overseas. A
derby, held a week or so ago, was
followed with a little suds bash
after all the fleet was in from the
chuck. The winners, in the
persons of Cpls Ashdown, Lyle
and Wesley, were finally
declared but no mention is made
f what they caught. In any case,
they didn't have much com
petition from a couple of WO's we
know of who had to call on a local
tug to low them hack to port.
Also, a couple of other lads took
to rowing in the wee hours of the
morning when their trusty
rented, miserable so and so of a J
motor from the fire hall let them 2
down. Sabotage by the derby '.k
winners is hinted. From our little ~· ~
known facts department comes -
another goody. Did you know that • fl
a giraffe's tongue is long enough 5 --'

crew 1
#3.3¥

!
7

~
(Continued Irom Hage 2)

return trip home. First stop was
on Midway Island where we
regained the day that had been
lost crossing the international
dateline and then on to Barbers
Point, Hawaii for crew rest
before the last leg to Comox.
CanForce 0721 touched down in
(mox shortly after nine on
Sunday morning having com
pleted a fourteen day journey.
The Japanese were suitably
impressed by our aircraft but
they should also be as impressed
by the tremendous job of ground
servicing that enabled the
Demons to complete their
assigned task in the given time.

While news and views from
Servicing continue to be con-
spicuous by their absence, a
couple of items from their
bailiwick just could not be sup
pressed. Congratulations are in
order for Sgt. Palmason on his
recently announced liberation
from the ranks of the long
suffering two hookers,
retroactive to 1 June, no less. If
you are having trouble stocking
your freezer with venison,
consult a certain I and E Sgt for
instructions: he accomplished
the task to the tune of two
animals with a combined dressed
weight of 300 pounds on his first
day out.
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INSURANCE?
YOUR NEAREST AGENT

LAZO REALTY LTD.
COMOX SHOPPING PLAZA

Phone 339-2228
HELEN BEAUGRAND, A.I.I.C.

Royal Ins. Group

CENTRAL FURNACE
& SUPPLIES LTD.
Fluorescent Fixtures and Tubes
- Door Chimes -Range Hoods

Radio Intercom Systems

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF LIGHTING
FIXTURES IN THE VALLEY.

557 Anderton, Courtenay 334-4052

OFFICERS' MESS
3RD ANNUAL

FAMILY CAR SCAVENGER HUNT
SAT., 26 SEPT.

Whatever your money need, if it's important to
it's important to us. And we'll provide help

YO',q on your choice of convenient repay
£?2,].. every year huareas sot thousands
of service people borrow with confidence from
HFC. Call or come in today.

Need up to 85000?

o9a9D,HIME@@
COURTENAY 34-2406549 England Avenue-Telephone 33+-4

(next to Simpsons-5ears)
Mail loans available. rite or phone.

Downstairs

Pre-Winter
Clearance

BOYS' SWEATERS - Cardigans and pullovers, wool and orlon.
An excellent fall value. Sizes 6 to 18. SpecialPrice.

BOYS' WINTER HATS - Cap style, ear flaps. Assorted sizes.
' Price.

GIRLS' PYJAMAS- Flette and Cotton. Broken size range and
assorted styles. Sizes 4 to 6x and7to 14. Price
GIRLS' T-SHIRTS - A good selection to choose from. All sizes.
Long sleeves. Special 1/3 off

CHINA CLEARANCE
GLASSES - Attractive new design and style. Three sizes.
Juice, old fashioned and water. Regularly priced from 29e to
39e. Special IJe to 29e

ASSORTEDGLASS ITEMS-Many attractive gift suggestions.
We need the shelf space. So shop first downstairs in thePrice
Glassware Section

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS - Spring and fall flowers. Assorted
greenery. Your choice of our stock at 1/3 0FF

TOWELS - A table of assorted sizes. Good quality, Your
selection at 1/3 off.

Drivers' Meeting 12:30 hr. 26 Sept.
First Car Leaves 1300 hrs.

TO"AES, DASH PLAQUES, PRIZES

BAR-B-QUE & DANCE 2100 hrs.
ENTRY FEE $2 PER CAR

7th. ANNIVERSARY

EXCEPT FOR SPECIALS & PHOTO FINISHING
ALLMERCHANDISE ON SALE Ar ]0% 0%

SEPT. 14th. TO SEPT. 30th.
STUDIO ONE

CAMERAS - FILMS - PORTRAITS - FRAMING
FIFTH STREET -COURTENAY - PHONE 330?

SPECIAL ON HANLMEX
SLIDE
PROJECTORS

FREE
120 SLIDE

TRAY
WITH EACH
PROJECTOR

$eml-auto. Superb
brilliance ctlcal
syem on all
model.

67.17

-
Autemtie Re
met» Cetrel.0
watt. Beautiful
styling.

97.17

utemate Re
mote CtroL.
lute. Focus.
Quartr long tie
Edlter. Lamp.

127.7
FILM SPECIALS

+22CANAGIRO!ME
35 MM SLIDE FILM
Prcezlng Included
• e ,, Ma ¢

AGFA

126 SIZE COLOR
PRINT FILM

TWO ROLLS

...230

JUMBO

COLOR
REPRINTS

FROM ANY KODACOLOR NEGATIVE

FLASH .39 REG. C
$ LOW PRICE

oNLY

CUBES 29c
GOOD IDA TO HAVE

12 FLASHES VACATION PICTURE
REPRINTS

CAMERAS & LENSES
.s- 188%Pemtax:##»..'_

Miranda.:... $199
see9, p$%

OPCON -NIKKORMAT cEus
PRACTICA-EXACTA 0NSAE

HANINE AUTOMATIC
TELEPAOTO AND

WIDE ANGLE LENSES
TO FIT PENTAX • NIKON - MIRANDA
8mt2.8 Reg. Ro.as...............$69.50
135 t2.8 Rea. 7»as.............$59.50
200 f3.5 Re. n19.9s.........$79.50
$00(5.5 Reg. t109.as............$79.50
500 Nlrrer ( Reg. 19.s. $119.50
90-239 Zee H4.5 Rea. Ir9.s. $129.50
90-239 Ia Preset Reg. 119.9s $$9.50
Ued Preset $00Lea.........$$9.99

GAF
MOVIE
OUTFIT

ANSCOMAnIC
MOVIE

CAMERA
SUPER 8

AND

ANSCOMATIC
MOVIE

PROJECTOR
BOTH FOR

$12995
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To the Woods!
Hunting season is once more upon the area, as the

noticeable twitchy behavior of the local wildlife indicates.
Gone are the peaceful, serene wilderness scenes of the
summer months when you could actually see many forms of
life in the woods and be able to observe them. The sudden
onslaught of man upon the scene has shattered the healthy
woodlot silence of the game trails. As one non-advocate of
hunting put it, "The retreat of the true nature lover has now
become the battlefield for maurading hordes of human
locusts fighting over the mangled corpses that were once
beautiful living creatures." This of course is pretty strong
language, but unfortunately as in all groups there are the
undesirable elements. These few spoil it for the, many
thousands of true sportsmen.

Hunting is one of the oldest human occupations and
even though as a livelihood it has become rare, it can still be
considered a basic human tradition to participate in an
annual hunt. Instead of being a thing of necessity, it is one of
the fastest growing sports known to mankind. With the ever
dwindling frontiers for man, It may well be the last earth.
bound trail to adventure open to the everyday Joe. However
there still is that small group of idiots who spoil it all for the
average hunter.

To the average everyday hunter the privilege to hunt
for his game is almost sacred and he uses it only to get
enough meat for his own use. Real enjoyment can be ob
tained in preparing for and participating in a hunt. Then we
get that group who will slaughter for the sake of bragging
and then either try and sell the excess or let it rot. They
seem to delight in being able to get more than their legal
bag limit. A pretty lousy way to boost one's ego as a big
brave hunterman. It takes much more of a man to restrain
oneself on shooting anything available and just making sure
of one kill for the table.

Nowadays it is almost impossible to get away com
pletely from it ail. This is much more so during the hunting
season. What with the latest developments in rough country
travelling such as jeeps, trail bikes, snowmobiles,
helicopters, etc ... no area is left untouched. No matter how
strict the laws are, unfortunately there will always be those
who will use these machines to run down wildlife for the
purpose of killing. Sportsmen you say? Hardly!

Although the vast majority of hunters today hunt
strictly for meat on the table there are a greatly increasing
number of trophy hunters who are becoming hazards to the
continuation of many wildlife species. These are the
wealthy types who will stop at nothing in order to bag the
biggest and the best. Unscrupulous guides play this to the
hilt to get the fast buck as long as the game animals last.
Just how long can they last?

Some so-called hunters use a neat method of hunting
now-a-days. These are the non-safety conscious idiots who
use sound shots as a means to an end. An end to what?
Maybe a deer, or a bear, or a grouse, or a man! The poor
souls are probably so scared when they are In a different
environment (the woods) that they shoot in order to protect
themselves from giant rabbits, man-eating wood-cocks, and
charging beavers. Sad isn't it.

In recent years attention has been turned towards more
stringent game regulations aimed at better protection of the
big game in most part of the continent including B.C.
Although in some fields it still leaves much to be desired, it
is a start in the right direction. Many of the changes
throughout the years, reflects the diligent work of non-profit
organizations of concerned sportsmen who would like to
protect, restore, and improve our existing hunting grounds
and reserves. Basically they have achieved this through
petitions and public exposure to the pressing crisis. Anti
hunter types may not believe ii but if he does any research
into the subject at all he will find that the most avid con
servationists are the hunters themselves. They above all
others are seriously fighting for the continuation of wildlife
species and the closer control over idiots who pretend to be
hunters or sportsmen.

If for nothing else, perhaps this article will encourage
you to take out extra Ille insurance, or it will get you to think
about that undesirable element in our· midst. Perhaps
someone has an answer to the problem. Good Hunting!

ZONE I
SOCCER

Last 'Thursday and Friday four
teams converged on CFB
Esquimalt for the annual Zone
soccer Championships. The
weather was excellent for the
duration of the games which saw
the host team from Esquimalt
win the championship for the
second time in a row, On Thur
sday the 10th our Comox Totems
lost a squeaker to the team from
the Ships. The score was 3-2 after
two ten minute overtime periods
and twelve minutes of sudden
death play. In the afternoon
game Esquimalt won 3-1 against
a hardcore team from CFB
hilliwack. The game could have
gone either way until
hilliwack's goalie was injured
in a collision with one of the
Esquimalt forwards. Three quick
goals on the replacement goalie
spelled the end.
On Friday Chilliwack came out

in the consolation round looking
for revenge and clobbered the
Totems 7-1 in a bruising game.
The Championship game in the
afternoon was a thriller with the
final score be1g 4-2 for
Esquimalt. The game could have
been a bit different had the ships
star player not broken his leg in a
practise Thursday night. For the
Totems at any rate their showing
was poor only due to the lack of
proper conditioning. Oh well
there is the favorite call, "There
is always next year.' The
Esquimalt squad are now
preparing to travel to Kingston
for the National Championship
through the 14th to the 1th of
October.

Forces Softball
Championships

BOWLING LEAGUES
The Youth Bowling CouncilIII

be starting another season of
operation this Saturday, it is
roughly estimated that 32 teams
will be taking part. The Bantams
will bowl on Saturday mornings
Juniors on Saturday afternoon

and the Seniors on Saturday
evening. There are 20 teams
entered in the Mixed League and
they bowl on Sunday and Wed
nesday nights. There are 16
teams in the Intersection League
and they bowl on Monday and
Tuesday nights. The Ladies have
got 12 teams in their league, they
will be bowling on Thursday and
Friday nights.
INTERSECTION SOCCER
The final standings in the in

tersection soccer league are as
follows: 442 Sqn, and Supply - 29
points; 407 Repair - 22 points; 407
Air - 20 points; and MP &Ci &ME - 13 points. On Tuesday a
single game semi-final was
played between the second and
third place teams with 407 Air
winning 2-0. They now meet 442
and Supply team in a two game
total point finals.

CFB Chatham gobbled up the
Canadian Armed Forces Softball
Championship at CFB Green
wood last week. A steady per
formance and detenninalion by
the Zone 78 winners accounted
for their perfect record of seven '
wins and no losses.

Runner-up awards went to
CFB Valcartier who finished
with four wins and three losses in
the single round robin tour
nament. They were awarded the
place over Borden and Baden
Soellingen who had identical
records by virtue of the fact that
Valcartier had defeated both
teams.

The most valuable player
award went to Capt. Earl Morse
of the champion Chatham team.
Capt. Morse was named after
counting ballots cast by the
coaches for players on each of
the opposing teams.

If the name Morse seems
familiar to service sports fans
they may remember Earl Morse
as the skip of last winter's CF
champion Curling Rink.
Colonel Bauer, Chatham's base

commanderwas overheard early
in the tournament explaining
that "his boys'' were determined
to not only win the championship
but also to be sure that nobody
could say that they had beaten
the champs. Determination
played a part as Chatham won
four of their seven games by only
one run.

SPORTS
AROUND
THE BASE

TOTEMS HOCKEY
That time of year is almost

here once again. 'The Totemswill
be playing the Powell River
Regals in their home opener at
Glacier Gardens on Satund4y
0t. 10 with the faceoff taking
place at 8:30 p.m. Season tickets
are now on sale and they can be
obtained from Captain George
Palmer at the base, Al Decker in
Courtenay and Dick Lee in
Campbell River.

INTERSECTION SOFTBALL
Another softball season has

finally come to an end. The
league champions were the
United States Air Force team
they defeated 409 Squadron in the
finals three games to one.

9716l2932% 12f@%i@0%.•••
DUCK BILLS AND FEET
A

diver
lobed

hind toe

Sh II
Mallard - A lypical of most ducks.

oveller- B more ··I d
d . spec,a 1ze , spoon-shaped
99vipped with comb-like food filters alongits sites.

Canvasback- C strong and tapered for pulling
up roots from marsh bottom.

h
Feel: dabblers, such as the mallard and shoveler

ave small slender hind toe. '
Divers, like the redhead, canvasback and scaup

have a lobed hind toe. ''
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FREE FALL DUCKS
Young wood ducks jump

from their tree-trunk nest at
mother's urging, dropping
sometimes 20 or more feet to
the ground or water.

Bounce like rubber balls
and, none the worse for this
incredible fall, soon follow
mother on their
first outing.

PACIFIC COAST AMATEUR HOCKEY
Sat., Oct 10
Sun., Oct. 18
Sun., Oct. 25
Sat., Oct 31
Sun., Nov. 8
Sat., Nov. 14
sat., Nov. 21
Sat., Nov. 28
Sat., Dec. 5
Sat., Dec. 12
Sat., Dec. 19
Sun., Dee. 27
Sun., Jan. 3
Sat., Jan, 16
Sat., Jan. 23

League Schedule 1970.1971

Powell River
Port Alberni
Port Albernl
Nanaimo
Nanaimo
Port Alberni
Powell River
Powell River
Nanaimo
Powell River
Nana imo
Nana imo
Port Alberni
Powell River
Port Alberni
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Comox
Comox
Comox
Com1ox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox
Comox

The difference between
hoping :.. and having

is a

PERSONAL
LOAN

fro
CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

THREE BRANCHES:
COURTENAY COMOX- RCAF STATION

NANAIMO DQrATY [€OUTENAY] LI,
576 ENGLAND AVENUE.

COURTENAY, B.C.

gR.2
0 SPECIALS

REMODEL NOW I
See the experts at lnkster's

4x8x/4
SANDED
D GRADE ....... $3.25

4x8x/ STRD.
PINE .
SHEATHING•

Campbell River Rd.
Courtenay, B.C.

1970 MAZDA 1500 SEDAN
Drive this beautiful buy today! Superb
Italian styling Superior engineering
and materials. You get both In a Mazda
1500 sedan or wagon. Mazda

SEE THE SPACIOUS, BEAUTIFUL MAZDA NOW AT

.
'gy'

t

-·«,

thoroughly tested for over a year in
Canada. Tough overhead cam engine
and silk-smooth 4-speed gear-box. Price

$2380

CHALET MOTORS
YOUR MAZDA DEALER

Phone
334-4163

Job 2125. Dogwood Ave., Courtenay. New 3 br. home
with %4 bsmt. Wall to wall carpet in L.R., dining rom.,
hallway and Master br. NHA Mort. of $18,000.00 at 8%4
per cent.

NANAIMO REALTY« LTD.
,, Trade Your Home at. t~e Sign of Dependability-
R. A. Arnett, Notary Public Campbell River }E {
576 England Avenue, Courteney

Phone 334--3124 Phone 287-8894- .

. $4.75
4x8x4 ASPENITE
SOLID $3 50SHEATHING _•

MAHOGANY UNFINISHED
4.M.M. $2.75SHADOW LINES • • • • • •

MAHOGANY PLYWOOD
4 M.M. PRESTAINED ·
4x8 R.V $3.95

Inkster Lumber Co.(1956) Ltd.
Open all day Monday to Friday Open Saturday till noon

Manufacturers of All Typer of Sash and Doors
Kitchen Cabinets - Millwork

Next to Courtenay Bridge 334-2491

FALL FESTIVAL OF FASHIONS@8
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

AT JOHN-CLIFF'S IN CUMBERLAND

LADIES' WEAR
FALL AND WINTER

COATS
DRESSES, SWEATERS,

SKIRTS, SLACKS
Beautiful styles and colors

arriving daily

COSTUME JEWELRY
Necklaces, Earrings,

Pins for lovely fashion
accents

HANDBAGS
Choose from a wide

selection to_match
your Fall Fashions

TEENS' and GIRLS' WEAR
Wide Selection of the Latest Fashions

in
SKIRTS JUMPERS

PULLOVERS CARDIGANS
DRESSES in Wool, Fortrel, etc.

COATS ... JACKETS
SLACKS ... SLIMS ... FLARES

FOR INFANTS
Jackets, Sweater Sets, Crawlers,

Booties, Gowns, Nighties,
Dresses, Blankets, etc.

MEN'S FALL FASHIONS
RAINCOATS. Wash and wear Fortrel

MEN'S 5SUITS Tip-Top Tailor and Hobberlin
] spORTS JACKETS, CO-ORDINATES

pALL and WINTER JACKETS
SHIRTS, MEN'S HATS
Large selection of

SHIRT, TIE and POUFFE SETS_ WINTER JACKETS u

ioN!IEE.DRY.GOOD T.
Welcome open all day Monday to serve you Closed on Wednesday

CUMBERLAND336-2215 (No meters)Easy Parking

BOYS' WEAR
SWEATERS - Pullovers, Cardigans

T-SHIRTS, DRESS, SHIRTS

PANTS - Cords, Flares, etc.

KNICKERBOCKERS

Phone 336-2215, 32&3• ·4 ·2216' .

#
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''AW RIGHT who's the wise th+4
the kids have returned to a,, ,?' Pvt the tour toot dootish in the pool!" Actually
good swimming for those interej,"PO has been virtually unused. There is still lots of
Sundays between the hours of, 'O. -asual swimming for adults is on Wednesdays and
during the noon-hour. p.m.and9p.m. Plus there still is servicemen's swimming

(Base photo)

Park
'

Attendance STRATHCONA REALTY
llp (Comox) Ltd.

Preliminary attendance l836 Comox Ave.
reports to the end i_5iy 1970, Box 457, Comox, B.C. GUARANTEED
show a more than six percen'%.2 %2 coMPET REAL ESTATE WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELLERY
st year. &INSURANCE SERVICE
campers had a slight edge in REPAIRS
zer; PoNe-ss922s1 COMOX JEWELLERS%$%.%%%7" ". sanov-vorasv eveue [

. Donna Strachan Martyn Douglas I
six per cent to 3,824,300 day-visits Duke Schiller
for a total of 4,712,000 visits. B Mert Fletcher Closed on Mondays
±FEE,F's-. rs

Manning, Golden Ears, Cultus '/lhrl
Lake, Shuswap Lake, and

@@±-ii±sj Totem inn Loungecamper-nights each to the end of
July and eight parks - Alice
Lake, cults iake, Golden Ears, SEPT. ENTERTAINMENT
Miracle Beach, Shuswap Lake,
Lakelse Lake, Beace Arch and Sat., 19th-THE CITIZENS (Wester Dress)
Mount Seymour - had more than Food: Roast Turkey
100,000 day-visits each during the ' Sun., 2th - TK & TIDESMEN
same period. (No Charge Casual)
Newly opened Sun-Oka Beach Sat.,26th - TK & TIDESMEN

Provincial Park near Sum- Food: Fish & Chips
mer land on Okanagan Lake had Sun., 27thTALENT CONTEST (Casual)
over 90,000 day-visits recorded
from June 15 to July 31.

Grants-in-Aid
The Honorable John Munro

Minister of National Health and
Welfare, announced today that
thirty-seven outstanding
Canadian athletes have been

• awarded grants-in-aid for
educational purposes.
The awards of $2,000 each are

made to assist athletes who
because of long training and
competitive schedules have little
opportunity to raise funds for
educational purposes. They are
renewable for up to four years
providing the athlete continues a
post-secondary educational
program as well as his or her
training and competition.
The Minister noted that these

awards implement another of the
recommendations of the Task
Force on Sorts for Canadians.

7+Ee- TOPICS·y
2

ILD A BETTER LURE
Every few years a new "sure

thing" lure comes along for
fishermen. For awhile it's the
hottest thing in the country, takes
fish on almost every cast ( to hear
the tales), and is the only bait to
use if you want to catch fish.
Then, for some unknown

reason, this same lure no longer
catches fish and rapidly disap
pears from tackle boxes.
The logical question, according

to Red Fisher, the angling
authority at Mercury outboards,
is why won't the lure catch fish
any longer? The usual answers
range from "The fish got smart''
to "They're not making lures as
they used to.'
The truth is that fishermen are

fickle and just like to change
• lures. They stop fishing with the
old baits, and when a lure isn't

• fished, it can't catch fish.
A good example of this is the

switch by bass anglers from

•

• ons with pork rind tails to
tic worms. Now it's the
tic worm that is considered

fereal fish catchers. Beats the
old spoon and pork rind combo.
But who's, fishing spoons
anymore? No one, for all prac
tical purposes; everyone is using
the new bait, and they're cat
ching fish.
In reality, the old, proven lures

are just as good as ever. It's the
fishermen who have changed.
They want to try something
different. .. and this is good. For
it means they'II chuck their old
habits and start looking for fish
in new places with new
techniques.
The whole thing is kind of a

circle affair. For one of these
days someone will "discover'
the spoon and pork rind method
again, and we'll be off on another
round of catching bass with
these. The product may look a
little different than previously,
but basically it will be the same
spoon and pork tail combination
which worked years ago.

Other recommendations on
which action has resulted include
the establishment of Hockey
Canada, the national sports
Administrative Centre in Ot
tawa, and the Canadian
Academy of Sports Medicine.

More than three hundred
applications were considered by
a national selection committee
headed by Dean Ivor Wynne of
McMaster University and which
included representatives of the
Canadian Association of
University Athletic Directors
Canadian Intercollegiate
Athletic Union, Canadian
Amateur Sports Federation
Canadian Association for Health.
Physical Education and
Recreation and the Canadian
Federation of Provincial School
Athletic Associations.

Of the thirty-seven chosen
across Canada one local Cour
tenay boy was chosen. He is
Francis J. Hawkins in the field of
Track & Field.

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED..
Let us show you how lo pay for
that new car, TV, deep freezer
boat, etc. in your spare time or
full time by servicing Fuller
Brush Customers. Exclusive
territories now available in
Comox and Courtenay areas.
Only those interested in making
money should apply. Please write
lo Mr. Roecklein, P.O. 883
Courtenay or Telephone 338-5115
or 339-2626.

FOR SALE:
Five small miniature poodles.
Fve weeks old. CKC registered.
Pone 339-2997.

FOR SALE:
1962 Valiant 4 door sedan, good
running condition. Excellent
second car for an airman or first
car for an officer. $190.00 or
nearest offer. Phone 339-3919.

FOR SALE:
Lawn-mower. (Reel-type) self
sharpening, light weight, ad
justable height, with grass
catcher. Like new. $20.00 Phone
339-3019.

Redmen meet Golden Bears

FOR SALE:
One blue velvet skating outfit,
briefs included. Size 12-14. Selling
for the price of the material.
Phone 338-5149.

FOR SALE:
Westinghouse wringer washer,
(agitator type) with lint filter,
drain pump and hose, like new.
Seldom used. $75.00 or nearest
0fer. Phone 339-3919.

If you are interested in taking
English or Western Riding
Lessons this winter please phone
334-3405 between the hours of 5
and 7 p.m. Lessons will start
September 28.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

JR. RANK CLUB .

BOB EMBLETON

The Redmen from Royal
Military College go west to meet
University of Edmonton Golden
Bears Sept. 19 in the seventh
annual Sanders Gridiron classic.
It will be the first meeting

between the two clubs for the
Sanders trophy.
The game, fast becoming a

college athletic highlight, is part
of a round of events associated
with the annual western reunion
of the Edmonton branch of the
RMC Club of Canada.

An ex-cadet reunion will be
held at Edmonton's Glenora Club
Sept. 18, and a dance and buffet
dinner held al the Griesbach
Barracks officers' Mess will
follow the game Saturday
evening.

The RCM team has lost four of
six previous contests with
University of Calgary's
Dinosaurs, including last years'
game.
RMC's pipes and drums will

accompany the team for a half
time performance.
The trophy was donated by the

Calgary branch of the RMC club
to honor ex-cadet No. 111, the late
OJI. G. E. Sanders. The colonel
served with the Royal North
West Mounted Police and later
with the Canadian army.

FOR SALE:
1964 Chrysler Windsor Sedan
fully automalic, P.S., P.B.,
Pone 338-5187.

FOR SALE:
3 bedroom house in the Arden
district. 1180 sq. ft. and carport
Pone 334-2397.

Oil Painting Classes in Wallace
Gardens. Mrs. Mary Dwyer,
instructor. Classes in Oil,
Charcoal and water colors.
Especially designed for the
amateur or beginner. Phone 339-
4365.

• •
MOVIES

Sept. 15th - YOURS, MINE AND OURS
Lucille BallHenry Fonda

Sept. 22nd -THOSE FANTASTIC FLYING FOOLS
Burl Ives

Sept. 29th - ICE STATION ZEBRA
Rock Hudson

Lounge Show Time 8:30p.m. .
NOTE: Dress of members attending movies is casual. Casual
dress means sport shirt and clean slacks. Members wearing
dungrees, tee shirts, shorts and dirty slacks will be refused
admittance.
The Totem Lounge is now open on Friday and Sunday Nights
(Dress Casual)

WANTED TO RENT-WILL Bingos (Progressive) Every Wed., 8:30p.m.
CONSIDER BUYING: Free Movie every Tues. at 8:30p.m.
34 bedroomed house, un- For information contact Cpl. Hale 339-2314 or PMC 430

»&set2
public school and hospital. [
Desired features: Large kitchen
with refrigerator and stove,
fenced yard and basement, and
generally in good repair. Oc
cupancy on or about 1 Jan 1971.
Please send brief description and
terms to Capt. A. Pone, Box 1011,
Greenwood, N.S.

430

McCONOCHIE'S
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES LTD.

FItLh Street Courtenay, B.C.

our Westinghouse, Speed Queen,
Motorola, Admiral Dealer

WHERE SERVICE FOLLOWS THE SALE

COLONY STUDIO
of

MUSIC and
BALLET

Piano and Theory of Music
AI Grades

Ballet Classes
Age 5 and up

PUPILS PREPARED FOR
ROYAL ACADEMY OF
DANCING EXAMINATIONS

Hilda M. Smith, L.L.C.M.
Tel.: 339-2605

COMO TOTEMS

INTERMEDIATE "N"
HOCKEY

The Comox Totems of the
Pacific Coast Hockey League
will commence workouts 2200
Friday, Sept. 18 Sept. '70, at
the Base Arena.

All persons interested in
trying out for the team are
requested to attend this
session.

Because of pressure from our creditors the Totem Times has
placed a charge for Classified Advertising. The new rate of $1.00
per insertion for an ad of up to 50 words must accompany the
copy. DEADLINE for all ads is 1500 HRS. TUESDAY PRIOR to
publication. A telephone recording service Is In operation 24
hours a day at 339-2211 lo. 377.
1-----·---------·-----------
EASYTO USE COUPON

NAME.......·····.....···........
I ADDRESS .

i! .
I PHONE .
I
i ADVERTISEMENT........................................
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Completed coupons may be put in themall or In the Central
Registry mailbox.
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Port Agusta Motel
COMOX VALLEY'S NEWEST MOTEL

Centrally located in Comox overlooking beautiful Comox ay,

k Cable Television23 Modern Units

* Heated Swimming Pool, k Kitchenettes.

IDEALLY SUITED FOR -
Service personnel between transfers or moves
If you have friends or relatives coming to visit

Reserve Now Ate The Port Agusta
PRICES ARE REASONABLE

For Reservations Phone 339 - 2277 or 339 -3110
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September 1970
Fri., 10-TGIF. Cook your own steak. $1.50
Sat., 19-- Open
Sun., 20- Smorgasbord Dinner (See Notices)
Mon., 21- Jugs of Beer $1.00
Wed., 23 Jugs of Beer $1.00
Fri., 25- Mess Dinner
Sat., 26- Car Rally Casual Dance
Mon., 28 - Jugs of Beer $1.00
Wed., 30 - Jugs of Beer $1.00
+ TENTATIVE

0et., 3- Fall Formal Oct., 30-- Hallowe'en
0et., 24 October Fest Nov., 3-- A Happening

NOTICES
Dimners- Candlelite and Smorgasbord

$5.00 per couple- Members and Associates
$7.50 per couple - Honorary and Guests
Reservations by 1600 hrs. Friday prior to dinner, please.

Sat., 20- Smorgasbord 1900-2100. Reservations Please.
Sat., 26- Flyer will be published regarding rally. Hamburgers,
etc., on return. Casual dress as you were in the rally for the
evening.

FALL FORMAL
(a) Receiving line 2100-2130
(b) Cocktails 2100-2200
( c) Two bands providing continuous music from 2200-0300 hrs.
Full range of tempo to satisfy all age groups.
(d) Smorgasbord 2400 hrs.
(e) Cost $6.00 per couple, Members and Associates. $10.00 per
couple, Honorary and Guests.
(f) Reservations accepted daily from 21 Sept.-30 Sept.

BASE THEATRE
September 70

TECHNICOLOR'Ca! sores0rs4+v+

h'h-TWO SHOWS6:30P.M. &8:30P.M.'I

19 and 20 MAGIC CHRISTIAN
Peter Sellers Ringo Starr

Raquel Welch

Adults $1.00
- Stu. 75 -
Children 50c

SIMPSON'S
MARINE SUPPLIES

Guns and Ammunition
AII /Type of Fishing Gear
Boat Hardware

• • I
Life Preservers and Ski Belt

. I
Fibreglass Supplies

433 FiHh Street, Courtenay Phone 334 - 4922

Night 334-2027 , 8#7-5thst
Day 334-3441 : Cdurtenay

THE
COMOX
FLORIST

1779 Comox Ave., Comox
Phone 339-2622 (day)

334-2027 day or night

26T1
Hell's Angels '69

Jeremy Slate
- Tom Stern

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'S
10 BEST!"
Metts Aant, Arwur Kvgt.
Saturday Rerw

"" CHASTITY
Cher - Barbara London

(Restricted)
Adults $1.00- Stu. 75e

'THE MOST
DAZZLING

DIRECTORIAL
DEBUT OF
THE YEAR!'

tens Magatoe

GEORGE HAMM
WATCHMAKERANDJEWELLER

C.P.R. Watch Inspector
Rolex WatchesColumbia Tru-Fit Diamonds

332 Fifth Street -- Phone 334-3911
Box 1269, Courtenay, B.C.

ATTENTION SERVICE PERSONNEL
Be sure to look at our selection of diamonds and
matching wedding rings before making a purchase.
All guaranteed and certified with one year insurance
policy. Sized on the premises within one-half hour of
purchase.

All merchandise serviced on our own property
Not sent away

Comox Paint & Floor Covering
We Stock Rolls of Carpet and 12' Linoleum

Carpet and Chesterfield Cleaning is Part
of Our Business

1803 Comox Ave. Phone 339 -2273

MOVING TO
TRENTON?

Write for
free map and
information
on

Homes
Rentals

G. E Forch ort9gases

Barry and Forchuk
·Real Estate Ltd.

Phone 392-9228
82 Division St.

"EVERYTHING IN
HOUSlNO"

Color by beLaut

PANAVISION'

SUPPORT

WOMEN'S

LIBERATION

LET YOUR WIFE

BUY THE BEER!

FIFTH STREET
MUSIC

Musical Instruction

SPANISH }
BASS GUITAR
STEEL

TEL24.2885

Also Dance Music - All
Types with "The 5th Street

Group"

HARSEEKA KENNELS
C.K.C. REG.

Fox 'Terrier (Wire)
Puppies Available

Boarding Constant Care
Dogs $1.25 Calendar day
Cats .75 calendar day

GROOMING ALL BREEDS

Pcodles Scissor F1mushed
Free Pick-up and Delivery

Call 338-$891


